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Editor’s Note
—

Spring is reluctant to let winter go. Outside, the slate gray sky seems
immovable. The flurries fall with conviction, though they fail to stick to the
pavement outside my apartment complex. In the same way cold lingers into
April, I feel a pull of regret as the time to pass the torch nears. I only let go
because I know the Helix is being placed in capable hands. As the new team of
Helices rise to the responsibilities and trepidations of leadership, I am excited
to see where they let their talents take them. Now, I must share my gratitude
with those who have made this magazine flourish the last year of its existence.
I would like to give sincere thanks to Tom Hazuka for his guidance as our
advisor, to Sue Sweeney and her supportive staff for their advocacy, to Mary
Collins, Jotham Burrello, and the rest of the English department for having an
active role in supporting the Helix, and to my fellow Helices for their time and
commitment. Finally, to the artists and writers who have contributed to this
collaboration—I thank you for your hard work and dedication to your craft.
Without you, the Helix would be a blank slate.
V ICTOR IA- LYNN BE L L

Editor-in-Chief
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Mystic Meat
K AT H RY N F I T Z PAT R I C K

—

On a Tuesday afternoon in April, the meat rises. Douglas Speck is getting
a little freaky with Amy Jenkins up against the dumpster behind the high
school cafeteria, and while he’s going in for the landing she whispers something
like, show me your magic meat, and a pockmarked log of bologna rolls out
from beneath the dumpster.
At first, this is a total vibe-kill, so Douglas jumps back and zips his cargo
shorts and Amy slips on her hoodie and they scoot apart with their backs
leaned against the dumpster and don’t look at each other.
Amy makes a look like, Can this be so?
Douglas says nothing but he knows the legend about the bologna as
well as she does and figures he could probably strike it rich if he exploits this
situation correctly. Then he could get with girls who are solid sevens or eights,
and not the usual Amy Jenkins who wears scrunchies and is (maybe) a five on
a good day.
Everyone in the town knows the legend of the bologna. Once every nine
years, the bologna rises up from the depths of hell and predicts the future for
the community. They bestow it with gifts: Miracle Whip and whole canned
tomatoes, or Quiznos combo meals, and they ask it yes/no questions and it
rolls slightly forward for yes, and slightly backward for no.
One time it appeared and local mother Lucy Tucker asked it, Will I be
rich someday? It rolled forward and just about a year later she was contacted
by a Nigerian prince for a business deal and word on the street was she must’ve
gone off and wedded him and was probably living on a goat plantation drinking warm milk and honey because no one saw her after that and come to think
of it, no one’s heard from her since.
Amy Jenkins is occupied picking the dirt from under her fingernail
with her thumb, so Douglas sneaks the magic meat into his backpack and informs her that he must go home right away because the cats are sparring again
and says that yes he will give her a call sometime even though he won’t.
When Douglas gets back to his stepmom’s condominium he sets up a
little stand out by the storm drain and in block letters he writes MYSTICAL
BOLONA READINGS 5 BUCKS, and he places the bologna in a clear plastic
tub so that the juices aren’t wasted. In the past, people have been known to
massage the meat liquids into their palms and run it over their thinning hairlines, or lick their fingertips and convulse. Douglas is being economical in this
business decision, and he rubs his hands together like a man on the Grilling
Network who is cooking up some ribs.
Four minutes pass and the block is abuzz with Q-Tip heads and ladies
with baseball caps and a man in a wife-beater who has one grease stain below
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his left nipple. A few gray locals protest the business transaction Douglas has
arranged, and state that the meat is a living, feeling thing meant to be shared
with the community, and not cloistered away like a pig at the fair. They tell
Douglas he will regret this eventually but Douglas sort of just shrugs and
makes a noise in his throat like, unuhyuh.
One girl hands Douglas five bucks and rubs some stone ground mustard
on the bologna. She takes her time to pat the excess residue on her gums with
her ring finger and asks the mystic meat if it thinks her boyfriend will ever
propose to her, and it wiggles forward so she lets out a loud, powerful whoop
and clutches her breasts and runs to her Camry to call her mom.
The next man in line asks if perhaps it would be a good idea to get the
band back together so that the guys from his high school reunion will think he
is cool and successful. When the meat rolls backwards he takes a Swiss Army
knife from his pocket and presses it to the center of his hand and smears the
blood on his chest. He swirls his wounded hand in the plastic tub and caresses
his face, and a tie-dye vermilion pattern is transferred to his stubbly cheek.
The day goes on in much the same fashion, families come and go in minivans with their jaundice infants and problem teens, and they lay hands on the
bologna to channel the demon spirit and bless their souls with powerful juju.
By suppertime everyone has heard of Douglas’s operation, and he is
getting calls from the type of girls who live uptown in Rosewood Farms who
have nice, supple thighs and flat stomachs perfect for blowing raspberries and
who receive SUV crossovers for Christmas. He picks one at random and closes
shop for the night and after locking up the bologna in his room, he treats her
to a nice dinner at Buffalo Wilson’s, where he uses a fake ID to buy her yellow
drinks.
At the restaurant she talks too much and her voice is too shrill, and
Douglas leans all the way back in the booth like he is being blown over by her
debilitating convo, but she says she’ll go home with him, and they sneak up the
stairs with their sweaty hands smashed together and they get to Douglas’s room
and close the door and put a towel over the crack to keep the noise from escaping and she says something along the lines of, just so you know my dad is a
stockbroker and I am a neglected daughter so I have to call you daddy during.
Douglas is thinking of course, maybe he made a serious mistake with this one,
but it is way too late at this point so he shrugs his shoulders and takes off his
khakis. She goes, Are you going to be a good daddy? And neither one of them
knows it but in the corner of the room the bologna is rolling back, back, back
against the side of the plastic bin, and almost six weeks later Douglas is at the
Wal-Mart buying Chee-Z-Puffs and grape juice and he gets a call from Amy
Jenkins and she tells him she is pregnant.
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Two Icicles
M O S E S A A RO N

—

He was a tad more than six,
an innocent lad who sold icicles,
as he desperately tried to fix
life’s acerbity, their abject poverty—
freedom from fate’s fiendish jinx.
He only had his mother,
both her legs amputated
due to a gangrene she did suffer—
helpless in a wheelchair, under her blood’s care,
the pair sustaining each other.
Alas! The boy had no clue!
For barely was there rice for one
‘a weeping mother brewing a stew’—
and she lovingly, yet agonizingly
fed her share to her son too.
Business was at a standstill;
the icicles refused to be sold.
but one day towards town downhill
he saw a baby, of age three maybe,
beckoning to him from behind the grill.
“Icicle! Icicle!” danced it merrily
as the boy handed him one.
The overjoyed baby carelessly
gave its mother’s purse to the boy at once,
yet he left it there reluctantly.
‘Be honest and happy will you roam.’
He remembered mother’s teachings
on his way home—
a tin shanty, dingy and runty,
abjection’s ominous epitome.
Life is the allegorical Devil
as on returning he discerned
his mother; cold and still
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on the bed, woe she was dead!
Due to excruciating hunger she didn’t fulfill.
“Why?!” the boy asked Him
repeatedly, crying fervently;
“Why did she succumb to Death’s abysm?”
God remained silent and annoyingly adamant
while the boy wept on his mother’s scrim.
The morning rays shone light on
sinister thoughts in a troubled mind—
‘a little boy’s mutiny against God’s abduction.’
He poised himself and found on the shelf,
his mother’s vial of lethal poison.
The baby greeted the boy gaily
when it saw two icicles in his hands.
“Choose one,” smiled he genially.
One toxified, the other dulcified—
both sucked on their icicles happily.
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Your Order is Up
GRACE JASMINE

—

A while back I was having an exchange with my brother in which we were
discussing how we would like to leave this earth—the trappings, the fripperies,
if you will. How we would like to be boxed up and sent away on the Disoriented Express.
I said cremation was the right way to go because once enough family
members died you would have enough raw material for a charming garden
bench or a small koi pond. You could simply add water and stir. Chuck felt
sure that burial in the ground was the only way to go. I am not sure if it was
our Catholic roots or the need to have a location of remembrance that made
him feel this way—I only know that he did. We discussed potential burial
markers and pithy sayings we would like to have on our tombstones. I suggested he could have “Your Order Is Up,” which would be a fitting nod at his years
as a professional chef and his current state of “deadness” when it arrived. We
both chuckled. And the subject changed.
But he took me seriously, or took the discussion seriously, and on a
fine summer day one year in late August with his beloved son by his side, he
entered the beautiful crystal blue waters off the Balboa shore and had a heart
attack. His son and the efforts (or the lack of effort) of all the lifeguards on the
scene couldn’t save him. And so he died.
He was dead. Dead. I remember at the time I kept repeating the words
in the hope that they would eventually they would mean something to me.
He liked the Grateful Dead. He liked to trip and go see them. He appreciated
and enjoyed music—real music from the 60s and 70s. Through the wall of our
adjoined bedrooms in a long-ago suburb, I got my first taste of The Who, Iron
Butterfly, The Doors, The Stones, Led Zep, and more.
My brother lived in a time where he just missed being old enough to go
to Vietnam. While he was too young to go and die for his country, he was
definitely old enough to explore the music and enough of the counterculture
of the 60s to give him a taste for the experimentation that went along with the
age. So experiment he did, to the chagrin of my mother and to the loss of some
very important aspects of coming of age mentally. All things that he would
have to do later—eventually.
There were many years during this time of experimentation that Chuck
wasn’t so easy to get along with. His rebellion took many forms. He experienced all the hell that sometimes marks teenage years. His actions made me
fear him and avoid him—and I did, with a vengeance.
Later, when it came time for me to enter high school, I made it very clear
that I wasn’t like my brother. I wanted to be known as a straight, good kid. I
wasn’t into drugs or any of the experimentation that went with it. It scared me.
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My militant stance about his lifestyle created a gulf that I needed for my own
protection, so we were estranged for a time. He went his way, and I went my
way too.
Luckily, after years of struggle and separate lives, we came together and
shared a rich and intense adult friendship—one that never left behind the singsong madness and fun of our early years. We spoke almost daily. Thank God.
It’s been a long time now since that fateful morning that Chuck and
I were sharing our usual early-hour conversation. As we both drove in our
respective cars to our respective jobs in different states, he got hit by someone
who ran a red light in an intersection as he was turning left. His truck flipped
several times and was completely totaled—all while I listened, horrified, on my
end of the phone. I heard someone call 911 and hold the phone up to Chuck’s
ear so he and I could hear the operator state, “The paramedics are on their
way.” I heard Chuck say in a confused and annoyed voice that he was “pissed
off” because he had just paid in full for his truck. And then the line went dead.
The adrenaline in every cell of my body exploded. My blood pressure shot
through the roof, and for a few moments I had one of the worst headaches of
my life. I stopped my car in a parking lot and rocked back my head to prevent
the blood from pounding through my skull. I called a coworker who was kind
enough to come rescue me from where I sat, franticly disoriented, in a parking
lot. We went to Starbucks, the cure-all for everything from mild annoyance to
the potential death of a loved one, and I finally calmed down. I got to work
and called hospitals. Finally, four hours later, Chuck called me. My darling big
brother was alive and in one piece and he told me proudly that he had lifted
himself out of his totaled truck much to the amazement of the shocked witnesses. He was very excited about how “studly” he looked pulling himself from
the wreckage—and then we talked.
We had the chance to say all the things you say to someone you thought
you had lost but through the grace of God and a twist of fate, you find you
didn’t. We told each other how we felt about each other. He was my adored big
brother—the person who laughingly called me “The General” and thought my
bossiness was darling. He was the big brother who had saved my life as a baby.
He made me laugh. He annoyed the hell out of me. He was infuriating and
loving and kind and mean and confused and stubborn and magical. He was
just so much. He lived out loud. He was like the ocean. Sometimes terrible and
fierce, or wild and free, playful and crazy, calm and beautiful, gentle and nurturing. He was constantly changing. He had a saying: “You’re not sick, you’re
just changing.” Wise words, and true words too.
He was my first friend.
Once, when I got in trouble for attempting to use my baby teeth to sever
my newborn brother Chad’s toe in a fit of toddler jealousy and rage, I was duly
punished and stood in the corner behind the green chair in our living room,
sadly chastised, but still raging. I remember Chuck coming in and trying to
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play with me—which my mother prevented because I was currently in exile. I
remember that moment decades ago like it was yesterday.
He is intertwined in all my earliest memories. He is part of the tapestry of
my family. The who-I-think-I-am. He is in my blood, my heart, and my soul.
He will never be something I can extract by processing, or coming to terms
with, or anything else.
On August 25, 2008 at 3:25 in the afternoon, on a perfect day in the
ocean at a Southern California beach we both loved, I lost my first friend—forever. I also lost the only person who ever thought of me as his “little sister.” I
lost the person who named me the endearing and somewhat awkwardly fond
nickname, Teeny.
Nothing will ever be the same.
After several years of denial, I eventually got a stone for his grave. In lieu
of the pithy “Your Order is Up” marker we laughed about that long-ago day, I
asked his then-teenage son for a phrase that had meaning to the both of them.
He chose these simple words: “We had a blast!” It’s been almost nine years
now, and even though I have never actually been there to see it—I just can’t
bring myself to—each year I visit the beach at Balboa, where every boy with a
surfboard looks strangely like Chuck, and I can commune with his spirit by the
ocean he loved so well.
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Untitled
MICHELLE NGUYEN

—

Colored Pencil
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Falstaff’s Account
C R A I G K U RT Z

—

The Devil is no friend of mine
to leave me broke at closing time;
where is my pal, that merry spark
who said drinks were free after dark?
I do recall, when the sun set,
he had a plot to null the debt;
it was his keen and rare device—
just go along, that would suffice.
The Devil’s a dissembling wag
to leave me, quote, holding the bag;
a bag of nothing but due bills
while my ‘best friend’ heads for the hills;
it was his urging, by my troth,
we’d spree, but he would pay duns off;
it seemed a good idea then—
he has persuasions, you might ken.
The Devil is an apostate
to abdicate his whilom mate;
‘twas his design to drink all night,
refusing I thought impolite;
in retrospect, when fiddles played,
the reckoning I might have weighed;
but, when the Devil calls a toast,
discretion’s niggardly engrossed.
Now, here I am at closing time,
admittedly devoid of dime;
it would seem I’m indentured for
the Devil’s jag, son of a whore;
now, there I was, all innocence,
prostrate against his influence;
but I’ll swear on my mother’s grave—
the debit’s his, that scurvy knave.
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Falstaff’s Lament
C R A I G K U RT Z

—

The way it is now that I’m old,
that nonny-nonny leaves me cold;
once, heaving breasts and a plush bum
sure warmed me, but now seem humdrum;
the stockings, garters and brassieres
which animated my prime years
are all phlegmatic to my tastes
as I prefer sweet-meats to waists;
ah yes, it seems I’ve reached the state
when three-course dinners stimulate
my senses more than tight corsets
which tease contents of plump coquettes;
alas, the moment has arisen
when I’m aloof to ripe torsos
and rather feel more puissant
t’wards peacock, lobster and pheasant;
true, décolletage once hungered me,
but that’s become velleity;
my loins don’t have the ardor of
my stomach, which now knows true love;
videlicet, I’ve reached the phase
when salmon soaked in hollandaise
appeals to me more sensuous
than lapping a bawd’s clitoris;
alack, I’m more enraptured by
some mutton than a doxy’s’ thigh
so, since erections cannot last,
I’ll now debauch tonight’s repast.
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The Jester’s Pitch
C R A I G K U RT Z

—

Forsooth, nobody needs a jest
when life is fair, as prepossessed;
if everything was admirable
then anticks would be inutile;
in times of bonny merriment,
wisecracks are sure superfluent;
nobody needs a laugh when they’re
as happy as a millionaire;
nobody needs a somersault
when the zeitgeist makes all exult;
who needs a comic pantomime
when rapt with a merry pastime;
a jolly farce is overkill
when people surfeit on goodwill;
good times are bad for madcap folks
since good times furnish their own jokes;
nay, only when the days turn tart,
the whole world needs the cut-up’s art;
when things turn sad and life does plague,
you need someone to pull your leg;
when money’s short and dangers lurk,
that’s when comedians find work;
when kingdoms forget how to laugh,
the king needs a fool on his staff.
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Trees of Limbo
M I C H A E L B E RTO L I N I

—

Colored Pencil and Photoshop
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Skittering, Creeping, and Other Arthropodal Crimes
LISA WEIDMAN

—

Earwigs are nocturnal insects, drawn to moist areas. The common misconception about earwigs is that they will crawl into your ear canal and lay eggs in
your brain. It is unclear why this is so widely believed. With billions of the tiny
creatures on every continent except Antarctica, it seems that we would have
had much more than just anecdotal evidence of earwigs crawling into, or out
of, ears.
Possibly it is the name of the bug which makes us hold on to the fiction
of their behaviors; after all, they must have gotten the name from somewhere.
Indeed, it is believed that they are called “earwigs” because when their hindwing is unfolded it looks like a human ear. Or at least that is what the entomologists say. Personally, I have seen hundreds of earwigs in my life, but I have
never seen their wings unfurled. Equally as disturbing as the common name
and associated wives’ tales, is the scientific name for the earwig, “Dermaptera,”
which comes from the root words for “skin” and “wing.” The idea of a skin
wing is somehow so unnatural, especially in the context of the earwig with its
forceps-like pincers extending off the back of its abdomen, its long searching
antenna, and its nearly uncrushable body.
Bingham County, Idaho lies in the southeast part of the state where
its largest city comes in at just under 12,000 people. The area never developed into industrial or urban sprawl because the land is much too useful as
farmland. This one county alone produces 30% of all the potatoes grown in
the United States. The fertility of the farmland is largely due to the volcanic
soil with which the valley plains are covered. Of course, left on its own, the
environment is only able to support miles and miles of sagebrush. The rainfall
is too sparse to invite much else. When combined with modern irrigation
capabilities, pulling millions of gallons of water out of the Snake River, the
volcanic soil flourishes. This combination of potato plant and water is a perfect
environment for the earwig. There are over 1,000 different species of earwigs
across the globe, but the common earwig, found in many parts of the U.S.,
is omnivorous. This easily recognizable earwig will eat plants, ripe fruits, and
other arthropods. Some of its favorite plants include potatoes and corn.
As a child, the lawn that my brothers and I played on ended on the north
with a canal and on the west and east with the neighbors’ fields of potatoes.
On the south side of our property, broken up by a country road, the potato
fields extended on for miles. I don’t know what it was that drove the earwigs
from the potato fields, where they had an abundance of food and water, to our
garden and house. Maybe the fields got too damp in the evening, the six-foottall sprinklers spraying a rainbow of water against the violent red and orange of
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the setting sun.
The first time I remember seeing an earwig I was three. It crawled up my
shirt as I shrieked a death cry, watching the pincers on the back of the bug
open and close. My brother, so wise and tall at five, knocked it off my shirt and
stepped on it with his flip-flop. He lifted his foot, but the creature still wriggled
around, heading for my shoes. It took four or five times of stomping and
twisting before its body was spread across the sidewalk and it finally stopped
moving.
“That’s an earwig,” he said, proud of his superior knowledge. “They crawl
in your ears and eat your brains.”
And all these years later, it doesn’t matter how sure I am of the earwig’s
indifference to the human ear. Psychologically, I shudder every time I see one,
and am unable to sleep knowing the moment my conscious mind lets down its
guard a swarm of earwigs will enter any crevice available.
One of the most unique things about the behavior of the earwig is that the
female has maternal instincts. Twice a year a mother earwig will give birth to
the creamy colored, tiny, round eggs. Surprisingly, instead of abandoning them,
she watches over the tiny pearls; to her, they have meaning and importance.
In fact, they are so important that she will attack any threat to her eggs and
continue to watch over and protect them after they have hatched.
This was information I did not want to know. Somehow, knowing that the
earwig protects its babies and young humanizes the insect to such a degree that
I find it hard to contemplate killing it—crushing its body repeatedly until the
legs finally stop running, twitching. Thinking about the mother protecting her
eggs, which she lays in a hole in the dirt, makes me wonder how many of the
earwigs I have killed were mothers who were no longer there to protect their
buried pearls.
I will never forget the night that my cousin Diana and I boiled multiple
earwigs alive as if they were their arthropodal relative—the lobster. In the late
eighties, there were no cable lines extending into the rural Idaho farmland. We
had a set of rabbit ears on our TV which, if one person manipulated them into
just the right position and then held them without breathing, could pick up
one fuzzy, local channel. Diana and I had tired of searching for the television
signal. We had told all the scary stories we knew. We had painted all the fingernails and toenails we could find, but we weren’t ready to go to bed. Instead, we
raided the kitchen. I picked up a box of Kraft macaroni and cheese and began
preparations. I had been cooking mac-and-cheese for at least two years—there
were some benefits to having three younger siblings—and was so excited to
show off my skill. We were too impatient to wait in the kitchen while the
macaroni cooked. Also, there was the looming risk of being found out by my
parents.
The only reason Diana was allowed to spend the night on a Saturday was
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that she was family. All friends were barred from Saturday night sleepovers
because church was the next day and we had to “keep the Sabbath day holy.”
Sunday was set aside for spiritual endeavors, rest, and family time; no television, no playing with friends, no shopping at the grocery store, no eating out,
no working. Diana and I felt lucky. We were the same age and in the same class
at school and we could play together on Sundays. However, we were afraid that
if we were caught up late the night before church, the loophole we had been
using would be closed.
Somehow, we thought that we would only be liable for cooking food after
midnight if we were caught in the kitchen. After waiting the 8-10 minutes
for the noodles to boil, we crept back down the stairs to complete making the
meal. As we turned on the light and walked into the kitchen, at least thirty
earwigs scuttled across the kitchen floor. They disappeared into heat vents and
cracks between the cupboards. Undaunted, we walked to the stove to check on
the noodles. Six or seven earwigs floated in the boiling water, circling around
with the current. I didn’t understand at the time that earwigs are nocturnal and
that they are drawn to moisture. I didn’t know that we had created a beacon
call, inviting the earwigs to our midnight feast. Diana and I stood, motionless.
Horrified.
“Will we get in trouble if we throw it away?” she whispered.
Fear of punishment battled revulsion.
“It looks like they’re whole. Like, I don’t think any pieces fell off them,” I
said, as I scooped their soggy, yet brittle bodies out with a spoon and cringingly
shook them into the garbage disposal.
We tried, oh how we tried to eat that macaroni, but after a bite or two, we
were both running for the trash. For a drink. For anything to erase the thing
we had done.
Earwigs seek crevices where they can rest until the relative safety of darkness brings them out of their hiding places. One of the reasons our encounters
with earwigs might be so disturbing is because they are always so unexpected—an old log is pulled from the flower bed and we find our hand resting too
close to a quick, skittering body. The only desire of the earwig is to return to it
resting spot, while our inclination is to crush its firm body against any available
hard surface.
Scientists say that the reason people fear spiders and other similar arthropods (earwigs, scorpions, centipedes) is partially because of the unpredictability
of their movements, their dark color, and the angular form of their bodies.
Also, we are more likely to have positive feelings for insects and animals that
we find more similar to ourselves. We fear that which we don’t understand,
even when logic should negate the fear. Commonly held misconceptions—the
voices that echo from childhood—feed our fears and shape our feelings and
reactions more than we know. More than we would like to admit.
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I remember the first time I saw someone drinking a cup of coffee. My
step-great-grandmother sat at her white and gold speckled Formica table; the
acrid smell of her black coffee swirled around the tiny room. My great-grandfather had died twenty years before, at which point “grandma-great” had moved
into town, too old to work their small farm or keep up with the acres of garden
and grass. She frightened the grandchildren because of her accent. Even though
she had lived in Idaho for sixty years, the twenty-five years of her youth in the
Italian Alps heavily colored her tones. The more disturbing thing, however, was
that black cup of nauseating smelling liquid which she always seemed to have
in her knobby hands. Lacking social discretion, one of my cousins asked about
that cup.
“Why do you drink coffee, grandma-great, don’t you know it’s bad?”
Every good little Mormon had been properly educated about the evils of
coffee, tea, tobacco, and alcohol. Grandma-great always laughed loudly at this
type of comment, her raspy voice (from the cigarettes I didn’t know about until
even later) filling the small space to capacity.
“Don’t you know that it’s not what goes into your mouth but what comes
out that defiles it?” she would ask, pointing her twisted finger at the offending
child.
Yet we were unfazed by this logic. We already knew this was used by the
weak, those who couldn’t live a higher life, to give an excuse for their evil ways.
Since moving to Washington, I have only seen a couple of earwigs. I
would have expected them to propagate here like crazy with such a moist home
for them and no killingly cold temperatures. Maybe they have predators here,
or maybe they stay in the woods, their need to seek food and moisture from
humans negated by the life-filled forests. One recent morning, I chose a chocolate-brown owl mug from the cupboard and looked inside of it to check for
cleanliness (with children washing dishes, you never know).
Inside, trying to crawl up the slippery, ceramic side was a large earwig. I
initially shuddered, and then laughed, remembering the ruined pot of macaroni, knowing how close I had come to pouring a stream of boiling water on this
one. I know enough about earwigs now—like the fact that they eat spiders—
that I no longer need to bash them until they are dead. Now, I help them to a
dark hiding place, away from my house, and hope that they find their pearly,
little eggs so they can get back to cleaning them.
After dumping the earwig under a large maple leaf, I returned to grab a
clean mug. Then I sat on my front porch, drinking my steaming cup of coffee.
I wondered what sort of stories grandma-great could have told if I had been
able to look beyond the silly thing which separated us: her choice of drink, and
my belief that this somehow made her a bad person. Sometimes I long for the
feeling of home, for the simplicity of lifestyle, for the snow drifted higher than
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a car. Then I watch my husband spread a thin line of oil-based marijuana on a
vitamin to dull the pain of his locked shoulder so that he can sleep. I hear that
my uncle refuses to let my aunt try medicinal marijuana for her Parkinson’s
because it is a sin to use drugs. My stepdaughter, Kennedy, now wants to be
called Ken. At church they ostracize him; nobody understands. I don’t fully
understand either, but that’s okay.
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Light Leak
Y U N Z H I PA N

—

Analog Photography
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Father’s Hairline
E DWA R D H E M S T R E E T

—

At the hairdresser’s
I saw his recession:
pushed back like armies
of dwindled men
at their last stand;
stifled in stars
depleting of fuel,
universally shrinking.
I imagined there
if one day, a child
would be beside me
at the hairdresser’s,
noting my recessions
and their taunting tugs:
the line, vanishing
like a hackneyed magician
with obvious tricks;
the plume, thinning
as bending denim
on a toiling knee;
the youth, passing
in every follicle
turning vacant
I left with him then
and silenced the thought—
It is too much trouble
to watch life leave,
much less to depict it
spread over the self.
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The Spring Parade
E DWA R D H E M S T R E E T

—

Boy shakes a branch
for Sakura confetti,
beginning the Spring parade,
the vernal celebration—
floats of bustling bees
hop with breeding hares,
sway to surging songs
within the throats of birds;
and all throughout the grasses,
a tremulous design:
sweet and freshened breezes
to cool all heated hearts.
and to end the jubilee
a glass of Sky champagne—
sends the fauna fleeing,
the Boy back to his home.
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The Intruder
E DWA R D H E M S T R E E T

—

Skull deadbolted,
but still It knocks
with the fist clenched white
and the knuckles stained crimson.
(This is merely for humor,
as It knows a power:
the premium penchant
to float through the walls.)
So strong comes the presence,
the hint and the haunt—
sweet angels stripped nude,
assaulted and prodded;
a thousand ticks teeming
to suck on the skin;
young children defiled
by unwilling hands;
an illness so terminal
and stark in the heart.
It sits on the cortex,
the Mind’s mighty cushions,
spewing those Sins
like a long-held secret…
and of all the cruelties,
this is Its worst:
I must sit down beside It
and pretend I am safe.
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Makeup: Foundation, Conceal, Symmetry
C H R I S B OY KO

—

Oil on Canvas
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Pound of Flesh
MICHAEL MILLER

—

On a Saturday in the middle of June, about a month before we moved to
California one of the neighborhood kids, Dave Brinks, felt he had unfinished
business with my older brother, Matt. Everyone knew we were moving since
we’d had a realtor sign in our front yard for months. Over the last week, the
SOLD placard was hung on it. Dave thought it was time to resolve the beef he
had with Matt before we moved away, so he challenged him to a fight. I don’t
know what Matt did to incite Dave to want to get his pound of flesh, but I
believe it was probably an accumulation of things.
Matt was the alpha in our neighborhood. He was the first born in my
family, and he was one of the oldest kids in a group of over ten in our neighborhood. Aggression, fearlessness, and a deep mean streak set him apart. If you
challenged him, he wasn’t afraid to punch you, choke you, or knock you down.
As his younger brother, I knew this better than anyone. Despite this, he was
still liked, as much as he was feared, by most of the kids. He didn’t bully just
to bully. He did it to maintain control, to be the leader of our neighborhood
gang.
The kids my brothers and I played with lived no more than two
blocks away. Our boundaries had been established early on. As children, we
were explorers. Up until about five years old we were confined to exploring our
own yards. From our yards, we saw other kids, and we were given permission
from our moms to explore the yards across the street and down the block. We
were kept within calling distance, thus creating the initial boundary.
As we grew up, we explored farther and found others like Dave and Steve
Brinks, who lived about four blocks away. These discoveries were approached
with skepticism, even hostility. A Lord of the Flies dynamic. It didn’t always
remain that way. Sometimes we befriended other kids, but not Dave and Steve
Brinks. They never wanted anything to do with us, and we didn’t want anything to do with them. My dad said the Brinks were weirdos. We made fun of
them to varying degrees, called them names as we rode past on our bikes. Their
parents didn’t want them playing with us. We never got along. After all, they
rejected us.
I was outside ricocheting a baseball off the front steps and catching it in
my glove. It was a way of playing catch when there was no one around to play
with, or if I just felt like playing alone. My younger brother Tim, who was
nine years old, raced down the street on his stingray with the banana seat. He
dumped the bike in the middle of the yard and stormed into the house, banging through the front door. I followed him.
“Matt! Matt! Dave Brinks wants to fight you!” Tim said.
Matt was lying on the floor, paging through the newspaper. Our dad was
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on the couch doing the same. I saw a headline in the sports section, DOC
ELLIS NO HITS PADRES. I would read that article tonight when Matt and
Dad were done with the paper. Matt looked up, but he didn’t say anything. I’m
sure a thousand things immediately ran through his mind.
“What? Why?” Dad asked, as he set the paper on his lap.
“He doesn’t like Matt,” Tim said. “The Brinks are a bunch of fems. That’s
what I called ‘em when I rode by. Dave ran and caught me and said he was
gonna pound me.” Tim got a catch in his throat like he was going to cry. He
probably cried when Dave threatened him. “I told the fem that Matt would
pound him. He said he would pound you, Matt. He told me to tell you that.
He’s such a fem.”
Mom overheard this. “Timothy, don’t use that word,” she yelled from the
kitchen over “Let It Be” on the radio. That song was played a lot.
“Why does he want to fight you, Matt?” Mom asked.
“Nobody likes the Brinks,” I wanted to say, but I kept quiet. Everyone
knew that.
“I hate him. He hates me,” Matt spouted.
“Don’t use that word.” To my mom, the word “hate” was about as bad
as any other four letter word. I think it was about the power that could be
imbued from it. “And that’s no reason to fight,” she added.
“Why not?” Tim asked. He knew we had fought for less. Giving someone
the stink-eye was reason enough to get punched in our world. He was nine
years old and he already knew that.
“It’s Matt’s decision,” Dad snarled. Mom usually backed off when he did.
“Hmm,” she countered, but that was all.
Matt looked at Dad like he was looking for a reprieve. He hated Dave
Brinks, but I could tell he didn’t want to fight him. I could also tell that Dad
wanted Matt to fight. In these situations, Dad believed you didn’t back down.
There was humiliation in turning the other cheek. It was a sign of weakness to
walk away.
Dad did not protect us from violence. He imposed it.
“Matt, what are you going to do?” Dad asked, like he was giving Matt a
choice, but there was that familiar edge in his voice. It was the pattern we all
recognized. It began subdued, but always escalated, until any beating Matt
might receive from Dave Brinks would be less than the punishment he would
receive from Dad if he refused to fight.
My dad carried the rage of a volcano. It erupted viciously. About a year
ago when I was ten, he insisted I go out and play football with my friends. I
didn’t want to because I knew he would come out and play with us. The more
I resisted, the angrier he became, until he gave me a straight open handed shot
to the mouth. He staggered me and I saw stars, but he didn’t knock me down.
I ended up with a bloody fat lip and a headache.
The neighborhood kids loved it when Dad played with us. For my
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brothers and me it was a nightmare. Invariably, we would end up in tears. If
we were on his team, he would get angry if we dropped the ball, struck out, or
missed a shot. If we were on the opposing team he not only had to beat us, but
humiliate us in the process. If we struck out, missed a shot, or dropped a pass,
Dad would tease us mercilessly, especially if he was the one who struck us out,
blocked our shot, or knocked the ball out of our hands. All the guys gave each
other a little crap during the game, but Dad took it to a different level. When
my brothers and I got upset with him, he would say, “Don’t cry. You gonna
cry? Don’t cry, little girl.”
He raised his level of play and effort to make sure he won, but as we got
older, bigger, and stronger, he had to increasingly try harder. My best friend
John, was twelve and already taller than my dad, who claimed to be five-six but
was more like five-four. John was lanky, not nearly as strong as my dad, but
far more athletic, and could shoot a jump shot over him, or hit any fastball he
hurled at him. That’s why my dad wanted to be on John’s team, and John liked
to be on the opposing team. John was a competitor. My dad just liked to win,
and he was a poor loser.
Matt vulnerably looked at Dad. “Should I fight him?”
I know he wanted to say, “Do I have to?”
“Stand up,” Dad said. “Put your hands up like this. You know, like I
showed you.” Dad bought us twenty-ounce Rocky Graziano signature red
leather boxing gloves for Christmas last year. We beat on each other with them,
and it wasn’t long before they were getting soft from the pounding.
Matt put his hands up and tucked his elbows. He threw a jab then a right,
shadow boxing.
“Is he gonna fight?” Tim asked excitedly.
Dad nodded. “Go tell Dave Brinks to come over.”
Tim bolted out the door and hopped on his bike. In about a half hour
Dave and Steve Brinks walked down Johnson Street from the west towards our
house. They were tall and thin, Lincolnesque. Steve was the taller of the two.
He was fourteen. Dave was Matt’s age. Both were taller than I remembered. I
hadn’t seen them in a while. They had outgrown the length of their blue jeans,
now high-waters. Steve had brown hair parted on the side, cut above the ears.
Dave had blond hair and bangs, worn like Matt, Tim, me, and almost every
other kid in the neighborhood, except for Larry and Gary who always had a
buzz.
From up the east side of the block came John, the best athlete, who lived
exactly one block away; Gary and Larry, the fat kids who lived two doors away
from John; Joey from the staunch Catholic family across the street from us;
dumb Paul from three doors down from Joey; Joe, the richest kid from down
around the corner; and Eric and Todd, whose family owned the boat landing
and lived two blocks away. There were a few others we played with on occasion, but this was the core of our neighborhood gang.
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Dad gave the Brinks boys a nod and a curt, “Hello.”
“Dave wants to fight Matt,” Steve said. I was amazed at his confidence.
“I want to fight him,” Matt snapped. He wanted to redefine who was the
headliner and who was the opponent. Matt appeared revived by the support
of all the neighborhood kids creating a ring in our yard around the fighters. I
hung back a bit outside the circle behind John. Matt stood beside Dad.
Dave was over a head taller than Matt, his long arms hanging at his sides.
Matt put his hands up to protect his face and walked slowly towards Dave.
Thock! Dave landed the first punch to the top of Matt’s head.
“Hit ‘em, Matt!”
“Get him!”
“Knock the crap outta him!”
Matt launched a wild overhand right that landed with a meaty crack on
Dave’s left cheek, which immediately made the pasty-faced Brink turn pink.
Dave took a step back and the crowd roared, but he countered with another
right to the top of Matt’s head. Thock! Matt winced, and Dave took the opportunity, so he followed it with Thock! Thock! The shots were hard and Matt was
stunned, incapable of retaliating. It made me angry and knotted up. I looked at
Dad, who seemed really pissed, to stop the fight. Do the right thing. Save your
son this beating, this humiliation.
Everyone tried to will Matt to action.
“Hit him, Matt!” John yelled.
“Hit the fem!” Larry added.
“Kick his woman ass!” Paul topped all, and we looked at him for a second
acknowledging it.
While the other kids shouted at ringside, I stood with my hands balled
into fists. I had mixed feelings about a victory for Matt. If he won, he wouldn’t
be humble about it. The victory would only affirm his dominance, and he
would feel compelled to make every kid in the neighborhood comply with any
demand he had. Everyone would acquiesce like always, until they got so sick of
him they’d avoid playing with him until his head deflated, but I would rebel,
anger Matt, then get chased down like a gazelle fleeing a cheetah. When he was
close enough he would slug me in the back between my shoulder blades. The
blow would send a shock through my body, momentarily paralyzing me, and
I would tumble to the ground. At this point I would usually be crying, so he
wouldn’t feel the need to inflict any more pain.
Everyone had experienced a beating from Matt. I’m sure everyone remembered their personal moment, even though it had been years, when Matt took
them to task, establishing his dominance. Until now, we had perceived Matt as
indomitable. I’m sure everyone else had fantasized about beating up Matt just
like I did, and as we watched the fight, we also became opponents analyzing
his vulnerabilities. Still, I don’t think anybody thought they could beat Matt,
except for maybe John. He had height and reach just like Dave Brinks.
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Matt stood within arms’ reach, his guard up trying to cover the top of his
head, which exposed his chin. Dave took advantage and landed a straight shot
to Matt’s mouth. It bled immediately, and Matt began to cry.
The crowd groaned. The tension had peaked; it would have only taken one
of us to attack, and all of us would have leaped. Steve would have to be dealt
with also, but there were eleven of us, not including Dad. Our sheer weight,
especially with Larry and Gary, would have held them down to pummel. We
had done this before under different circumstances, but this time everyone
watched, as Matt was reduced to nothing. Everyone knew what this felt like.
Dad stopped the fight.
“Go home,” Dad said to the Brinks. Everyone took it as a cue and retreated from our yard in different directions. The defeat had not just been Matt’s.
We had viewed our gang as the most formidable with the toughest leader.
Things were changing. Maybe it was a good thing we were moving.
Matt walked gingerly into the house with a hand over his bleeding mouth,
blood dripping onto his white t-shirt. Tim followed Matt, and Dad closed the
door behind them.
I went back to bouncing the ball off the steps, until John wandered back
over with his glove and a grass stained baseball. We threw each other grounders
and pop ups until my Mom called me in for supper.
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Editing Nature: The Tower of Babel
CHRISTIAN DURAN

—

Ink and Acrylic Collage on Mat Board
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paradiddle (for Max Roach)
RO B E RT J O N E S

—

i.
sinewy synapse,
snap.
you don’t look old.
(feel that)
ii.
play it in that seven/four-scuff-the-floor
play it with that THUNDERCAT!
play it in that “squik-squik-squik,”
eke it out,
stick.
kick_kick—
…like that, LIKE THAT!
iii.
HIT!
iv.
wet drip,
drop off your lip.
slip/hip;
loosen up, just a bit.
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Murder of the First Degree
J A M E S RO E T H L E I N

—

It sounded like a
wet melon, the splitting of
his “dear” brother’s skull.
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Still Wingless
L AW R E N C E W I L L I A M B E RG G O E T Z

—

While listening to an author recite her latest poems, I become infatuated with
her voice, with the magnetic vulnerability made lyric by her art… how the
courage to reveal herself turns the words she speaks into a lure of song.
It leads me to think of how we often talk to one another in clipped sounds,
words spilling out of our mouths like tiny snowflakes that float slowly in the
air, appearing as if they are too weightless to ever reach the ground.
Just last night I sat across from you, watching you eat, wanting to discuss
something that seemed to lodge in my throat, remain there hidden and throbbing like a piston pumping inside a stalled, idling car.
As I listen again to this poet read from her works, I am drawn into the deep,
wet portals of her almond eyes, realizing that they are opened like wings
fully outstretched in flight, and immediately I understand that I have not yet
learned how to fly.
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Blue Ridge Ornithology
GERALD SHERIDAN

—

i.
Jagged peaks ripping into the horizon
was what I witnessed as we sped down I-8,
cutting through the middle of the state that is
only for lovers.
Signs for this cavern and that cavern, each
proclaiming the biggest and the best and the most
popular, with paved roads jutting into the untouched
surrounding forests and ridges.
“Hey writerman, take some snapshots,” proclaimed
my brotherman-slash-chauffeur. But I was too slow on the
iPhone draw, more concerned with the voices playing
professional photographer,
hued pixels uploading into my grey matter hard drive
as the leaves of the enclaved
sugar maples, eastern hemlocks, and white oaks
dance in unison.
ii.
I had forgotten the virtuous awe and wonderment
of the millennia-old platonic crash, as ancient as my
distant childhood. The simplicity, highwayman
versus nature, discovering new valleys and ridges,
new hillocks and mountain bluffs,
dramatic cliffs, and rocky overhangs
as salient as the sky, higher than the
imagination of my inner sapling.
iii.
The trees and foothills whisked by
obscuring the trees and homes together
like a surrealist artist throwing his liquid
colors at random on an unsuspecting canvas.
“Speed Enforced by Aircraft” signs warned
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as the chauffeur topped out between 80 and
85 mph. We saw zero helos or tiger drones
swooping down to catch a couple hippies by the toe.
I guess we were doing just fine, even
with the New York bumper fixture staring
at the motoring Southerners with a triumphant
middle finger waving high.
But the Empire State—despite her beautiful
Adirondacks and the brilliant Catskills
and the upstate rolling knolls and forests—
does not have picturesque landscapes like the dense communes
flying by at the speed of technology.
My hard drive was only able to absorb as
much as the critters, white-tailed deer,
black bears, and birds will allow,
while the flying squirrels and screech owls take
stock in the day and embrace the
night Virginian atmosphere, untouched by
the exhaust coughers and humming motors below.
iv.
In the midst of the light speed abstraction
approaching in slow motion within the claymation,
stop-action, choppy wave of foliage, there was an
electronic break, a glitch in matrices’ derivation,
valleys, without the spanning ditch over the
eclectic mountainside, in a rhythmic pattern
like pavement breaks sounding out
its tar-bumped beat into the undercarriage machinery.
These distressing glades weren’t where wild turkeys
roam and graze over grassy hills stacked on grassy hills,
giant staircases used by the gods of old
to climb the majestic mountainside and caress the ether.
They were paths straight through the besmirched
forest, plowed and hacked by loggers and
utility vehicles to erect the wooden crosses
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of high-tension wires, alternating Edison’s
long-awaited discovery to feed the needs of
cities and towns; the radio and cell towers
arrogantly erected on the unreachable peaks
and ridges, bypassing the squalor and
shaky shacks of the dystopian deep
within the dark hollows of the forest floor,
ridge after ridge, through uncharted boulder
formations, deep into the range’s faded backdrop.
I thought I saw a large bird jet out of the vibrating
and intertwined canopy. Maybe it was a migrated
bald eagle, or hawk, or falcon, or an early-rising owl,
sightlines interrupted by an over usage of minutes,
data, or thousands of reliant townsfolk needing to
make a call or watch the “Price is Right” all at the
same time, crisscrossing sound and electromagnetic
waves, confusing its unreliable senses, forcing a
hasty retreat into the expanse where safety and clarity
only exist along the unsullied ridges and apexes.
A serrated, celestial path meant only for
birds and the ghosts of paramours.
v.
September in Virginia. The leaves have yet to
change, summer’s grip holding on tightly while those
leaves clap in delight and welcome with open
branches the migrations of chilly feathers.
Was that my American robin neighbor from the old oak in my backyard
flitting about that adolescent red oak like a bright-eyed girl
on the first warm spring day after a brutal winter?
Northerners do enjoy the warm autumns and mild winters.
It brings me joy she found her way back here.
But those damnable mountain roads. Man’s insatiable
desire to intrude threw asphalt on the ground once
occupied by trees filled with songbirds skimming
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along the moss and weeds and dead limbs,
singing songs of freedom and love to the falcons perched
on the highest bluff and the black bears foraging
through a camper’s cooler for processed treats.
The old vacation spot has lost some of
its luster; some birds finding more luxurious
habitats to coexist with, but she is still drawn to
the shimmering lakes to glisten with,
cascading waterways to run marathons with,
open meadows where she can play tag with sprites,
and profound shadowy forestlands to take her rest
away from the blinking metal giants.
vi.
Reality. The daydream was over. The paused movie
returned back to its normal 80 mph surrealistic blur along
my passenger seat window. The songbirds were still chirping
their concert on the wooden stage that’s
almost as big as Virginia itself, more monumental than Maine
and South Carolina, reaching higher than a concert
in Colorado’s Mile High Stadium, albeit the
songbirds may not sell out there.
But here, all of nature can revel in the
benevolence of the closing notes of the day’s
final concert of the summer and autumn long
Blue Ridge Mountain Music Festival.
vii.
My trance broke because a venom spitting semi growled
as it downshifted in the other lane. Passing the behemoth took
an eternity. The 18-wheeled inhibitor of my bird study slowly descended
from my periphery, and above its cabin was a flock of sparrows
scattering in every direction, startled by some movement of time.
Maybe they were wood thrushes interrupted by
the rudeness of Mr. Semi in nature’s audience, a heckler
interjecting into their high trilled melody with a begrudged
harrumph. Maybe they were cerulean warblers feeding
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high in the trees along the steep bluffs and vertigo cliffs,
dancing to a little chirping jazz while dining with friends
and family. Birds of a feather and all that…
viii.
Higher above the panicking birds playing their
cacophonous game of tag, the cloud cover reminded
me of something distinct, something that dissidents
of music couldn’t possibly comprehend.
The sparrows or warblers or thrushes took shape,
a triangle in the expanse, a fighter plane formation.
One after the other they jumped in line—like the noise of
improvisational jazz blending together into a serenading melody—
and skirted the edge of a half-mile deep bowl climaxed
at the top of some ridge halfway between
the forefront mountain and faded peak fifty
miles away along the newly formed skyline.
They emulated the formation of the
altocumulus, a white sheet of rounded
semitransparent lines, like small continuous
waves rolling toward the horizon shoreline.
The arms of the cumulus pulled backward
just as the sparrow or warbler or thrush or hawk
would do if they were swooping down like
thrill-seeking skydivers. The warblers flocked and
jetted along the ridge, following along the
cumulus’ undulating flow, contiguous with the lay lines
created by the hum of the cobalt crests. It reminded me
of a Dead concert I saw in ’03. Already
a spectacular day with the noted musings
of Moe and ole Shotgun Willie. One didn’t need
their own pipe during that extravaganza. The emerald-studded
hillside backdrop to the stage where the sun was
bursting forth its alpenglow tantrum of crimson, gold
and burnt orange as it slunk down looked like a raging
maelstrom, a Fire on the Mountain, as the boys took the
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stage and pounded their first note. A flock of thrushes buzzed
the communed crowd like the flock of sparrows diving down from
the altocumulus formation. They found their byline and flew around
the back screen like the Blue Angels or F-15
fighters would to tantalize excitedly anxious gawkers.
The flocks forebodingly ferried only feet above the
awestruck musicians and gathered thousands
to cheers and praises knowing a lost god
had returned to give us his blessing.
ix.
Maybe those carriers of ghosts scattered because they
were frightened by an unruly and impatient
black bear searching for food or brush in the brambles,
prepping for the mild winter. It could
very well be possible that one just picked an
unwilling, susceptible bark-curling tree to
give itself one hell of a back scratch that shook
the entire canopy to its foundations while
he, or she, let out a gentle and soothing roar.
But the thrushes, undaunted by creatures chained
to roam over the forest floor, in their military formation, take
hard lefts and sharp rights to get back to the cadence
of their home, absolute to avoid the amalgam of
disrupting powerlines protruding from the
rows of crosses and metal blinking giants.
They turn here, there, loop-de-loop;
it was almost as fun to watch as it is to sit in some
amusement park’s ancient rollercoaster, climbing way up,
shooting down, hard left, through coils and bowtie hoops.
As close to a bird as we will get.
x.
As we passed by that random mountain, ridge,
bowl, and bluff, and begin to move on to the next,
I felt conflicted. I would’ve like to have stayed
and watched the encore of the day’s concert,
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feel it reverberating through my ears and
spine from the natural amplifiers, generating
intense goose bumps with every growl, shrill,
tweet and caw, and the crescendo reaching a
penetrating pinnacle. I looked ahead, three hours
to go, almost the entire Lovers’ State to our final
destination, anxious for our own festive partaking
of musical genius, powered by one of the ubiquitous
paths of crosses cut through these majestic mountains, disrupting
our mother and her flocks. Maybe I could forgive that for four days,
or just forget about it until the drive home, watching the
stars from my campsite, jubilant for darkness.
I pulled out my camping pillow, stained with sweat, dirt, dried
rain spots and eagerness, and laid my head against my
voyeuristic window, settled in with a long blink
lulled by the heartbeat of the road.
I daydreamed about what the grand finale, the final woodnote,
would be high on that ragged bluff while the sun in the
backdrop freed its cascade of light spectrums outlining specters
and throws the day’s final demarcation onto the
hollows, dirt roads, powerlines and signal towers, creeping over
and flushing them into the black hole until the fiery star reawakens.
The final trill of the wood thrush sounded to the applause
of the white oaks and sugar maples,
and the spirits finally had peace.
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Welcome Aboard the Garrett Briggs Campaign
K AT H RY N F I T Z PAT R I C K

—

Please read and sign this form to acknowledge that everything we’re going
to review in this orientation tour is confidential, officially.
Your internship began at approximately 7:37 a.m. today and will end at
9:55 p.m. the day after the election. I must remind you that this job is completely unpaid, you will be required to work a minimum of six fourteen-hour
days per week and there is no mileage reimbursement, no travel reimbursement, no healthcare reimbursement, no dry cleaning reimbursement.
Yes, there is a dead body on the table used by mailing campaign volunteers. Yes, that is real blood soaking the forever stamps. Today, the volunteers
will be cleaning those stamps and drying them in the windows facing the Aldi’s
parking lot.
Though you are unpaid, you are not a volunteer. You are an intern, which
entitles you to a handsome form letter of recommendation signed by the Senator once you have completed your internship.
You are entitled to order a latte for yourself on every other coffee run you
make. That’s approximately eighteen coffee runs per week, which equals nine
lattes for you, so, if you purchase the most expensive of the seasonal lattes
at the largest size (which I don’t suggest you do, unless you want Denise to
take it out of the budget for your welcome party and your going away party –
which means oatmeal cookies instead of cupcakes, which means disappointed
co-workers, which means vegetable oil in your gas tank), this means the Garrett Briggs campaign is officially unofficially paying you $5.95 per every other
coffee run or $53.55 per week.
The dead body was the last intern. Her name was Amber.
I must remind you that you were chosen from a highly competitive group
of candidates. Mostly out-of-work campaign managers and law school graduates with immense student load debt. This does not make you special. But
enjoy the moment.
Yes, that is a purple mitten in the mouth of the intern-now-dead-body
Amber.
She was accepted into the internship program over more qualified candidates because Senator Briggs wanted more diversity on the staff and Amber was
the only one who wore purple mittens to the interview. Anxiety, probably.
This is my office. If the door is shut, do not knock. If the door is open,
buzz me through the intercom phone first, wait ten seconds, and if I do not
answer, hang up and wait thirty minutes before trying again.
Finding Amber’s killer has jumped up to third on my list of priorities,
behind your orientation and drafting sixteen separate press releases detailing
the Senator’s stance on four different topics on which he has not yet decided
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his stance.
Yes, Amber is wearing a graphic T-shirt with a depiction of Naugatuck,
CT. After killing her, someone painted a red X on it, stuffed the mitten in her
mouth, and wrote #BriggsBabe in black Sharpie on her right arm. Maybe it
means something, but maybe not. Most things do not. Do not get lost in the
details.
This is your desk. This is your stapler. This is your computer. This is your
penholder. Pens are kept in the supply closet around the corner, as are computer paper, highlighters, tissue, tampons, mouthwash, boxes of staples, and so on.
Please only take one pen at a time. When you take supplies, please note what
you take on the supply chart on the wall on the right. Senator Briggs gives a
breakdown of all campaign expenses to his most valuable donors. Scrupulous
questioners. Retired.
I do not think they killed Amber. They never would have let blood soak
the forever stamps in such a way. Wasteful.
This is your phone. Do not answer the phone if the call is coming through
on line two through seven. Line one you may answer, but only if it is a highpitched ring. If it is low-pitched, let Sandra answer. Low-pitch means the call is
coming from a wealthy home.
The woman who wears sweater vests is Sandra. Sandra handles all relations
with wealthy benefactors. She may not be much to look at, but she has a way
with the phone. She works around the clock and takes only six twenty-minute
naps a day. Do not stare directly into Sandra’s eyes – direct eye contact makes
her freeze up for the better part of twenty-four hours. That is twenty-four
hours of phone donations we lose. If you look directly into her eyes, a committee will determine how much revenue was lost and that will come out of your
paycheck (i.e. lattes).
Sandra was frozen until approximately three minutes before your arrival.
Amber was killed last night. Senator Briggs himself looked Sandra right in the
eye yesterday morning after a particularly stern staff meeting where the Senator
expressed frustration with the lack of negative ads being used against his opponents. He bought us plain donuts with no frosting or sprinkles in protest. He
made Amber and Marsha pose with him for a series of Instagram photos. The
caption read: Young people are our future. Young women have a voice. Along
those lines.
Daryl shared the photos on Twitter and Facebook, but was not happy
about it.
You’ll meet Daryl and Marsha in a minute. You’ve already met Amber,
though she’s not really herself today… a bit drained, I’d say.
That was a joke. You may laugh—this time.
You will have to be creative to get Sandra’s attention without catching her
eye. I’ve found that throwing single staples at the ceramic planter next to her
desk usually gets her attention. I have great aim. I pitched for the Senator’s
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softball team two years in a row. If you have never pitched softball before,
I suggest you find a different method. Staples go rogue. And when they go
rogue, they land on the floor near Rusty’s office.
There are staples lodged in the back of Amber’s calves, which suggests she
was dragged across the floor near Rusty’s office.
That is Rusty, the Senator’s graphic designer. Rusty makes the Senator look
hip, like the face of the future.
Rusty walks around the office barefoot. He was treated for rage issues for
many years and only recently went off his meds on the condition he stick to
a strict regime of meditation, yoga, and a movement called barefoot romanticism. He does this to inhale the purest spiritual air. Believe me, you do not
want to see what happens when Rusty steps on a staple and does not get his
required amount of spiritual air.
Rusty does not create the negative campaigns against the Senator’s opponent. That is also part of his strict regime. So Tim creates the negative ads.
The Senator hired Tim after details leaked about the Senator’s trip to
Mexico last spring. The Senator also decided to stop going to Mexico for his
weekend trips and now goes to Naugatuck, CT.
Tim is Senator Briggs’ nephew. He rides a scooter and does most research
using Wikipedia. He has created one negative campaign in nine weeks. The
claims in the commercial could only be attributed to a Wiki user named
BriggsBabe69 and no supporting evidence could be found.
Tim is in love with Madelynn, though they don’t talk. That is Madelynn
at the desk by the storage closet. She handles email marketing, and is very good
at asking for money through email. This means she is very good at eliciting
sympathy, guilt, and sense of duty.
Last week, Madelynn consulted with beggars in the Instagram holding
tank about how they could integrate email-based fundraising into their efforts
and signed them all up for free Mail Chimp accounts. She and Rusty previously taught free classes on individual fundraising and spiritual fulfillment.
The beggar was the first recruit for the Instagram room. Amber was in
charge of the Senator’s Instagram account and, upon seeing the need for constant photos with homeless people, babies, young Republican mothers, people
in wheelchairs, and anyone vaguely “ethnic” looking, Amber decided the most
efficient thing would be to keep some of these people on retainer.
The Instagram holding room is next to the supply closet. If you borrow a
beggar, please sign him or her out on the form by the door.
Madelynn is a lesbian, but we are not supposed to know that. We did not
seat her by the closet on purpose for some cruel sense of irony. Officially, we do
not know she is gay.
Madelynn is the Senator’s illegitimate daughter. She does not know this.
Tim does not know this. Officially, neither do we.
Amber knew this. The Senator told her on a visit to Naugatuck, CT,
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unofficially.
The Senator has not made an official announcement as to his official feelings on homosexual marriage, officially. It is best to be able to claim ignorance
of her lesbianism in case it turns out the Senator is against gay marriage or
homosexuals in general, whatever happens to be the best argument at the time.
In the center of the office is the social media desk. Daryl is Twitter and
Facebook. There is an empty seat at his desk. That is where Amber sat. She
was in charge of Instagram and Snapchat. They are in charge of exciting the
younger generation.
Daryl used to date Marsha. Marsha does strategic planning for debates
that the Senator usually calls in sick for. Her desk is by the water cooler but
she prefers coffee. The coffee maker is near the Senator’s office door, over there.
When Marsha dated Daryl, she was useless. Now she is on fire. Daryl unfollowed her the day she dumped him.
Marsha dumped Daryl in order to have an affair with the Senator. We
don’t know this, officially.
Marsha offered a few tidbits about the Senator to Daryl that would humanize the Senator. Things for him to share on social media. Personal things.
How he likes his pancakes in the morning. How he sleeps with a teddy bear.
How he reads Goodnight Moon every night.
Amber suggested a few others. Sexual positions. Music tastes. The mole in
the center of his back.
These suggestions went ignored, unofficially.
Over there is the bulletin board where you’re free to post personal flyers.
Please do not post human body parts on the board. The killer cut out a small
piece of Amber’s heart and pinned it up by the Girl Scout Cookie sign-up
sheet. Cliché, if you ask me. Nothing original being said there. Hearts breaking
and such.
To review: Daryl loves Marsha. Marsha loves the Senator. Tim loves Madelynn, who is an unofficial lesbian and his unofficial cousin.
Tim doesn’t have a desk. He prefers to be “migratory.” He works on his
scooter. Tim confessed his feelings to Madelynn at the office party two weeks
ago. His advances were rejected, as Madelynn was in love with Amber. I heard
the smacking of lips in the storage closet, unofficially.
There are only two things that can be deduced from the smacking of lips:
kissing, or that a person has eaten something particularly delicious, which I
know is not true. It was a potluck, after all.
The bathrooms are to the right. Those bloody boot marks with the clumps
of loose staples are usually not there. Water stations are to the left.
Tim and Daryl were caught stapling Amber’s favorite beggar to a chair.
The chair still has a bloodstain on the right arm. The beggar is sitting there
now. Daryl was still angry about Marsha, who was angry that Amber had also
recently slept with the Senator. Madelynn was sulking in the corner because
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she, too, had heard that Amber was a #BriggsBabe.
Unofficially that is the title given to all women and men who sleep with
the Senator.
If it turns out the Senator supports gay marriage, then we will throw Madelynn a party or get her a gift basket or however you handle such things.
Here is your invitation to Amber’s funeral. There will be no discussing of
Amber’s sexuality at the funeral. She was not kissing Madelynn. She was not in
bed with the Senator. She helped beggars.
That is Denise. She wears a wig to disguise her bald head. Everyone knows
it is a wig, so do not pretend like it is real hair. Many assumed she was bald
because she had cancer and was going through chemotherapy.
Denise did not, in fact, have cancer. When her husband left her, she
shaved her head and took a vow of silence for three months. No one noticed
the silence.
The Senator has no official stance on the war or when we should evacuate
the troops. He does, however, support the troops.
Here is the copy machine. There is the beggar trying to choke Daryl.
There is Tim taking photos of Amber for Facebook and the press and Instagram.
And here is Senator Briggs’ office. There is blood on the doorknob and the
carpet.
Tim will write the official story, which will go to press later this morning:
Amber was killed by the Senator’s opponent, who set out to frame him as a
sexual deviant, as a corrupter of the youth. Naugatuck, CT. Mitten Mouth.
#BriggsBabe.
It will be useful for you to know how to remove bloodstains from the carpet in a Senator’s office. And from his shirt. The Senator has no official stance
on this death, except that it is sad. Losing young people is never easy.
Pulls at the heartstrings. Mothers, sisters, fathers, brothers.
The Senator is in his office now, staring out his window toward the Aldi’s
parking lot.
There are many things you can say about the Senator, but the one thing no
one disputes is that he is very handsome and very American-looking. Especially
when he perfects that tear-soaked look, that heartbroken silence in his eyes.
That just might win us the election.
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Barriers
PERRIN DUNCAN

—

Acrylic on Canvas
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The Safe Room
A M A N D A H U TC H I N S

—

Strings of dollar bills hang from the ceiling as though they’d been put up to
dry. Thousands and thousands of strings of dollar bills. Most of them crumpled
into withering monetary lungs. They pack the small, dark, grey room turning it
government green.
You said you felt like a drug dealer with the bank in front of you, picking out
the most crumpled bills to clothespin to the sky.
You told me that déjà vu is actually a glitch in memory recall.
I was fascinated.
You said that knowing that took the magic away
and I said that’s kind of why I liked it.
You counted those topsy-turvy bills, ignoring my presence
and I wished that I could throw the entire world to the wind,
misorder its order
so that magic fell out of these French words
and scraped against the tires of motorcycle gangs
or printed itself against the palms of your hands
inked.
If I could steal beauty
I would,
sucking it from the hibiscus and valley landscapes, from the rough handed
guitars and soft-spoken voices.
Just so I could see what it’s meant to be without a form.
Just to see if I could fit it into crumpled bills or grease-stained hands.
You were counting and counting and counting.
I wanted to peel back the labels and definitions of everything,
to lock them away in jars and relearn the world.
To see what it would look like.
I wanted to be the owner of abstract,
wrap my hands around the untouchable
and slip it where it didn’t belong.
Strings of dollar bills hung from the ceiling,
your head wrapped in bandages of numbers.
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Columns, compartments, counting on things to be where they belong.
I wanted to shake you until your identity fell out.
You, in all your order;
I wished I could place things where they didn’t belong
to see what would happen.
To see if I could spell anything out.
You told me that déjà vu was actually a glitch in memory recall.
You said that knowing that took the magic away
and that’s why I liked it.
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Dissonant Open Notes
C H R I S TO P H E R E D E L E N

—

At the wedding of my longest standing friend
I lost my voice.
“Oh, how do you know Beau?”
“He grew up two doors down.” Cough.
Here you get a worried look, like the plague might come back in full force.
“Oh, in Huntington Creek?”
“No in St. Matthews.”
“Oh right. Where do you live now?”
“Los Angeles.”
“And you came all the way here for this?”
A hollow barn
thrust well into
the blank sky propped up
over a Lexington vineyard.
Interior tabula array under
pergola rafters wrapped in lights.
High windows.
High functioning, powerful,
upright people.
And I go into the photo booth with his brother,
And a pink cowboy hat,
And a Guinness,
And I lie and say that I’m still married
for simplicity.
His brother is an Air Force Pilot
whose girlfriend is a pastry chef.
Their father is the best man.
One groomsman remembers me
and I am embarrassed to say
that he has me at an advantage.
I choke out a hoarse apology.
I sit with his college friends,
all from the football team.
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They are HR recruiters
and dentists and financial advisors.
They take pains to include me
in conversation,
but they’re all coupled off
and coupled off well.
Hugs, pictures, dances, dinner, cake,
a two-hour drive in my grandmother’s Accord
back to their house. Two doors down from the one where the groom grew up
next to me for
whole summers at a time.
I fill up the gas tank close to home,
and I’m reminded that my grandparents sleep in separate bedrooms.
I borrow a book.
I cough myself to sleep.
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At Work the Other Day
C H R I S TO P H E R E D E L E N

—

“I miss the rain,” he said.
Him being from where I’m from
in upstate New York,
where gloom is like a comforter.
And both of us here now,
in Los Angeles,
having missed each other by twelve years or so.
And there is something
obnoxious
about day after day of perfect weather.
About the sun screaming blisters
that aren’t painful, but mark repetition.
“What brought you out here?” he asked.
I tell him, “Friends and family.”
And I don’t tell him I was in Kentucky,
or that I got married at twenty-three
and got divorced at twenty-five,
so I decided to reconnect
with the only people I’ve ever felt were true friends:
the kids I ran around with
when I was thirteen.
And I don’t tell him I had
originally planned to quit my job,
and work on building sets
with them,
but instead I kept my steady, horrifying job
rather than bounce from gig to gig
with them,
because I am not a brave young man.
Then I ask him, “What brought you out here?”
to be polite,
and he said, “Stand-up. Though I’m writing more now.”
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City Block
TO B I A S O G G E N F LU S S

—

Digitally Positioned Drawing
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Strange, Familiar Face
RY A N C U RC I O

—

Sandra’s ember-specked face fixed itself on the diminishing fire. She
twitched every time a coal would crack, but still moved her lawn chair closer
to the waning flames. Her husband wobbled, unsteady from excessive whiskey,
out from the shed’s small darkness, embracing five thick black sequoia logs.
“Do you think we ought to throw more on, Steven?” asked Sandra, eyeing
him with close attention, making sure he didn’t trip over any of the empty
paint cans surrounding the fire pit. Steven did not set the logs down, but
instead thrust them all onto the perishing fire, with his gut distended; all of the
logs fell into a disorganized clump on the faintly glowing bed of coals.
“Do you think we ought to throw more on? Bah, bah, bah, bah, bah! Shut
up, will you cunt? You don’t have to be out here. I’m gonna get more loaded, and keep feeding this puppy. You’re welcome to leave whenever.” Steven
belched a low-toned vibrato into the smoke-churned air.
“I don’t trust you being out here all alone with a roaring fire in the condition you’re in,” said Sandra peremptorily. She looked at the ground, petrified.
“Look me in the fucking eye when you speak to me! Cowards talk with
their eyes in the dirt. Think I’m drunk now, just wait.”
He sat down like a shot put in reverse, staring as if to insist her eyes
coerce to his stare. He reached for his half empty bottle of bourbon, dipping
the neck low into his Solo cup, and filled it near the top, a couple drops of the
hooch jumping from the lip of the cup. Almost gone.
They sat in unmoved silence for an hour. Steven nodded off a few times,
but awoke each time he sensed Sandra was going to turn the spigot over and
spray the fire out. Several times, she considered moving inside. ‘I should just let
him sleep it off. There’s no talking to him in this state,’ she thought. She finally
stood up in protest. “Steven, you’re half asleep. Let’s put this thing out and call
it a night. You’re obviously exhausted and blotto. It’s done. We’re done here.
Night’s over.”
“Oh, buh baby, we jus gin startled. Nice jus gun rully.” He pushed himself
out of his chair, gripped the arms with whitened knuckles, staggered over to
the tool shed, and shifted things around in the tiny, storage space.
Sandra looked on with mouth agape, as she considered what his poisoned
mind was seeking. When he returned, his features became funhouse-like and
exaggerated in appearance. His eyebrows formed a V and his mouth creeped
into a U; clownish, vaudevillian.
“Steven, please. Whatever you’re up to, just stop. No, put that away,
Steven!”
“Now we done. Now we done.” Sandra’s shrieks turned houselights on
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from all around the next two blocks. Dogs howled songs of pity and confusion.
Wandering raccoons and skunks fled the general premises.
The gasoline tank loosely dangled from Steven’s thumb, pointer, and middle finger. He let it drop with a thud on the earth; residual drops soaked into
the patchy chunks of crab grass.
The first Sandra stood behind her now.
The second Sandra stood with shiny, blood splotched flesh, the damages
stretching from her hairline to her torso; the eyes too dried out from projectile
flame to produce tears.
“Now we done,” Steven lisped, drool hanging like deep-cave stalactites
from the corner of his mouth. “Now we done.”
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Shadow of a Debt
RY A N C U RC I O

—

The greased-back, blond strands hung like melting icicles dangling from
an evergreen over almond colored eyes; this is what he looked like before they
lowered him into the grave.
His wife invited all the bill collectors to the funeral. They stared into the
rectangular pit like leeches ready to glob onto a host.
On the epitaph, they etched, “You owe us more…”
Don’t get me wrong, they were respectful as all heck at the service. Never
once did they get in the way, or cause a brouhaha of any kind.
However, the instant they dropped his body below the point where the
tears soaked into the decomposition—maggots squirming in skull troves where
the once living lay their dead-heads—they dove on the earth like famished
vultures.
Every few minutes, the collectors would rap on the plot of dirt shadowing
his tombstone. “Mr. Rice, sorry to bother you in this condition, but you still
owe us for this month’s car taxes and are also well behind on your property
taxes. Good news, though! You can begin paying the combined $36,000 you
owe in back taxes, plus interest of course, in ten easy payments of $3,600, or, if
money’s tight, just 36 payments of $1,000. Hey, we’d even be willing to go as
low as 1,000 payments of $36. Your wife assures us that you are good for every
penny! Mr. Rice?”
One day, the IRS took an interest in Mr. Rice’s case. A particular agent,
Harold, pulled up Rice’s profile. He licked his lips when he read the word
“deceased” under the category “living status.”
“I might have to pay this Mr. Rice a little visit.” Harold let out a laugh—
hot air billowed from his lips, spreading through the room like fast-moving
fog. The man in the next cubicle could not contain his agitation any longer.
“Harold, you have mental problems. This place probably has a room at the
loony-bin on reserve for you.”
“I don’t have time for the ineffectual diarrhea spilling from your lips.”
Just as Harold finished rattling off his retort, a news notification binged on
his phone: “Magnitude 6.6 earthquake likely near Bend, Oregon. Seek shelter
immediately.”
Harold’s skin shone porcelain. He got out of his cushioned swivel chair
and began scrambling for his belongings. He picked up his peacoat, briefcase
and tin of Altoids, and flashed a bony middle finger at his cubicle neighbor.
“I hope the earthquake swallows you and your family whole, James.”
A couple days after the earthquake rocked the town of Bend, Harold
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decided to pay this Mr. Rice a visit. Anyone who had accumulated $36,000
worth of debt was surely worth his time.
Harold needed to first stop by Mr. Rice’s residence to speak with his
widow, because he did not know where the body was buried. Harold pulled the
address up on his GPS tracker in milliseconds: 180 Soil Street.
On his drive, there was still a fair amount of debris lining the roads.
Uprooted trees leaned against power lines; branches lay in the street like pieces
knocked off a chessboard.
“What a dump,” noted Harold. “Can’t they pay someone to come clean
this sorry mess up?”
Harold parked his Prius about ten feet back from Mr. Rice’s house on a
hilly road. He pulled the lever for the parking brake, unfastened his seatbelt,
and got out of the car. The distance between him and the house felt greater
when standing outside of the car. The lawn was overgrown, weeds sticking out
in every direction like a cowlicky head on a bad hair day. His feet crunched
some twigs when he stepped up to the welcome mat.
Harold rapped three times on the large gray door. A woman with a head
full of tight yellow curls answered the door. Her eyes were puffy, pink; the
outside corner of each eye held a black speck of dried mascara.
“Yes, can I help you?”
“Hello Mrs. Rice—”
“It’s Ms. Rice.”
Harold twisted the left corner of his mustache between his thumb and
forefinger. “Yes, of course, my apologies. Ms. Rice, I work for the IRS and
I’ve come to ask you if you might point me in the direction of your husband’s
gravesite? It’s fairly routine for the IRS to run a posthumous audit, nowadays.”
Ms. Rice lifted her arm slowly, pointing behind Harold’s head to the right.
Harold let out a forced chuckle that sounded like he momentarily choked
on a marshmallow. “Oh, Ms. Rice you have a wonderful sense of humor for
someone in your present position.” He tried peering inside the house but Ms.
Rice shoved herself across the threshold onto the front step, and closed the
door behind her. She jangled a set of keys.
“I was actually just about to go over there now. Care to join?”
Harold winced a little. “All right. Thank you.”
Ms. Rice drove a battered pickup littered with amoeba-shaped rust spots.
The bed was covered with a tarp. Every time they took a turn, a strange groan
came from under the hood.
Ms. Rice turned to smile at Harold. “There’s a dying cat in there.”
He looked sickly, pale, almost the color of frost inside a freezer. “Can you
drive a little slower please? I feel quite nauseous.”
“Oh, yes, no problem. Sorry, I have a little lead in my foot. Well, here we
are anyway.” Ms. Rice had driven them up the paved walkway right next to
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where her dearly beloved was buried. Harold pushed open the dented passenger door, and walked over to Mr. Rice’s headstone.
“So, if I might ask, how did your husband accrue such a copious amount
of debt, Ms. Rice?”
“Bastard had an affinity for gambling. That and strip clubs. Only thing
that dick was good at was pissing money away.” She put out her cigarette on
the bottom of her boot.
Harold was down on his hands and knees on top of the burial plot.
“Mr. Rice, can you hear me down there? I want to negotiate how to begin
paying off your mountainous list of back taxes. We have terrific payment
options. Mr. Rice?!”
Harold crouched, then spun his neck toward Ms. Rice. “You told several
bill collectors, as well as the IRS, that he is good for the money. What do you
mean by that, exactly?”
“I believe he had gambling winnings he told no one about, ’cept for his
sleazy lawyer. I overheard him on the phone one night arranging to have this
money buried with him when he eventually croaked. Stingy chooch.”
Harold began knocking on the dirt. “Mr. Rice! Mr. Rice! Mr. Rii—” The
earth beneath Harold was loose, and he was swallowed by a small sinkhole.
Ms. Rice backed up her truck to the still solidly packed portion of the
earth. She hopped on the tailgate and un-bungeed the tarp. The tarp was
hiding a mound of dirt and a shovel. She began scooping and filling in the hole
Harold fell into.
“Ms. Rice, can you please call someone for assistance? I landed hard on
my tailbone, and I think it’s going to bruise pretty badly.”
“Why would I do that? You wanted to see my husband—now you have
all the access you can get. I knew someone like you was coming, so I prepared.
The earthquake did most of the work for me. I just needed to cover this natural
trap with some loosely packed dirt.”
Ms. Rice continued her work until when she looked down, Harold’s face
was an eclipsed moon. She packed the dirt once more with the back of her
shovel, ignored the faint screams from beneath the upper crust, and loaded her
things into the truck bed before driving off.
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Crusade
MARK NESMITH

—

Oil on Canvas
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Tigers
N E N A T R I F U N OV I C

—

Don’t be scared of those seven tigers.
They only long to see the twinkling
of wet jungle leaves.
Look at them, dearest, aren’t they
brilliant?
Jewels left to drain out with the
stale margaritas tossed out of their
flamingo cups and the
grind of fresh rope.
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Nectarines
CARL BOON

—

Along Namık Kemal Avenue
men sell nectarines
from pickup trucks—
mounds of them someone’s fashioned
into pyramids. I go past
down toward the park
thinking, poetically,
of nectarines and you
because I can’t decide
on the color of your skin. As children,
with our boxes of Crayolas,
all skin was peach unless it was
Jerome’s or Mikayla’s,
and then it was brown.
Life was simple then.
There were nectarines
maybe in the fridge, maybe
for a week, and you weren’t born,
so there was no skin
to imagine. In the park
I see boys pushing girls up the slide,
and down they go in heaps.
None have skin the color
of nectarines, and their hair,
unruly unlike yours, catches weather
from the Aegean Sea.
In some bedroom beyond,
you are still, a pencil in one hand
and a knife in the other.
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Mindfulness of Minnows
M O RG A N E K LU N D

—

If I could dump
this mind like a bucket
I’d weigh less than
a whisper across water,
less than a minnow
swimming in
panic, contained
and vibrating bait.
How did we kill them?
I don’t remember that part.
How did we free them?
With a hook—dangling
from the rod I dropped
over the side—
pulled away by the stillness
of the current.
It was that easy to let go.
It was that easy to catch a fish.
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Highness
M AT T H E W T R AV E R S A

—

You walk the moral high road
While we sit far below
Yelling for you to jump
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BrickStoneTileConcrete
JW BURNS

—

Successive proposals, one arched eyebrow, two arched eyebrows, slight
catch on one side of his upper lip. Then it was gone. The brick remained, a
brick wall, bits of hair embroidered over the top.
That man at the next table, hand clenching a glass, sweat rolling down his
index knuckle.
“Freckles.” He’d said it without thinking but was immediately glad to have
said something.
“What?”
“Those freckles.”
“My freckles?” Her fork rushed to judgment, stabbing a piece of chicken
shaped somewhat like a jagged South America.
“Yeah.” He waited until the meat disappeared into the wet cavern swarming with teeth. “They’re tremendous.” His grin just this side of fidgety which he
assumed was far better than a gulp.
Besides the man at the next table was a voluminous swallower, washing
everything down with twin bolts of amber liquid.
“Big?”
“Enveloping.”
“Should I mail you?”
“Please do.”
Squinting with pleasure, she was nonetheless careful not to over prepare
the orchestra in her torso, baton poised, the air spellbound.
From the next table, short multiple belches.
Hers more a small gasp which he ignored, humming along with the
invisible violin as if he were reclining in a small, sturdy boat on a pond in the
late afternoon. Zest renewed, she rewards effort galore with a nibble of romaine
tipped by an olive ringlet. They split the one fiery dessert on the menu, a mortar for what they seemed to be building between them.
His father had remained in the 1940’s well into the 1970’s when he died.
His last moments were a mishmash of musical numbers from that decade coupled with earnest endorsements for soap powder and fast-acting laxatives. He
found his father’s death irksome from making funeral arrangements to dressing
for the graveside service, finally settling for a black suit, open collar Hilo Hattie
shirt and lime green sneakers to accent the stitched-together quality of his
memories of the old man.
Standing there on a hill in a tiny breeze near a fence, he studied the
willows and an algae-coated lake on the other side of the fence for a long time.
When he returned to that spot a few months later, the willows were bare and
the lake glistened. On this visit he concentrated on the headstone. It was easy
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to pulverize the letters into a kind of gray pudding which he could stomach in
small bites. Finally his eyes closed and his head drooped.
When he opened his eyes he was in a meeting. Looking at the people seated around the oval table he quickly decided one could wallpaper the intrigue
rampant in this high-rise room.
“What we are dealing with…” The post-guttural explanation spanning the
oropharynx and reaching round a mound of puffy epiglottis before teetering
under frail palatal arches and regaining a robust chrome-soaked character in
the oral cavity. “…will not be held captive…” Another creature who, speaking,
takes on a life wholly his own: Godzilla of muscular tongue torque revving
to mash cars, buses, buildings, screeching humanity en masse. “…no earthly
reason…” Bracing to ram through a blockade of molars and incisors, this
blastospheric liability expands to a compelling force against the gingivae before
bursting through the teeth and whirling off lips swelling to explode, splintering
everyone with piercing shards.
He finds the restroom intact, resists the urge to lie on the floor and roll his
loose round shoulders on the elegant tile.
If an airship bobs above Serengeti vistas at midday or lurks behind the
Eiffel Tower just at sunset, it’s a safe bet he won’t be aboard. More a pavement
man he almost always walks to his lunch between noon and one p.m. There’s
a freedom to the movement, more because he’s outside, the air unraveling,
thoughts of the morning fleeing his brain like angels scattering from the corpse
of a pathologically radiant Christ. As the sun sets he strolls through the urban
ravines as these change from light to dark, his shoes weathering the magnetic
sidewalk.
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Sunday
S I M O N E F L O U R N OY

—

Beauty has no jurisdiction in the sleepwalking morning.
Creaking joints and eyes not awoken from slumber quite yet
brave the day, unarmed and unassuming
the sun tickles the newborn sky until it’s ruddy.
A new day blushes and begins.
Windows fog with the heat from a whistling kettle.
Sugar, no milk.
Hands meet as newspaper pages crinkle,
eyes peering at tiny print, ears listening to the radio sing quietly.
The dog curls up under the table, falling asleep with a sigh.
Sit beside me; fear not if time seems to slip.
Birds reciting their morning prayers from the garden outside our windows
see the sky boast the bluest complexion and the perfect day,
a morning is the stuff of dreams, tangible promise.
I grasp my mug with two hands to take a sip and you ask: Pancakes or eggs?
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Hochstetter’s Frog
J A M E S N O RC L I F F E

—

Tiny jeweled pawn,
all eyes, mouth and legs
half-sprung for jumping.
You could have been a radio star
if the dice hadn’t rolled
the radio’s way,
eyes closed,
a crooner swaying
in an unseen green tuxedo.
Instead you crouch
in moss and spawn: wet, weak,
eyes wide open,
feet flexed and curled,
primed to leap
compelled to creep
up out of the creek
up and out of the whole
bleak, benighted world.
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Glória, Tell Me Where to Put My Hands
M E L I S S A AU S T I N

—

I might have prayed, but I don’t remember.
There were three of them in the truck, their
sick slick, raw chicken faces, shining.
They held position next to me. There was
no one else. No one but us, and
their shouts & sickening gestures,
something thrown, something liquid
slithering down the glass. I can see
their eyes, liquor-shiny and out of place as
marbles pressed into wet dough.
The highway was the throat of the desert, darkening
and stretching to swallow me whole. A mercy.
(They’re only trying to scare me.) I think
I prayed to something. I felt the tremor
of a dozen small apocalypses
in the longest seven minutes
on record. Then
I was sick for three days. Sick until I walked
into the morning desert, where I learned survival
is magic. Is a desperate act of will. Like
walking off the trail to gather
three thorns from the dead Ocotillo. (One for each.)
Like tying the knots with black cord. Like bleeding
into the storm water and the rusted nails. (One for each.)
Like my love’s brother towing that truck from
the side of the same stretch of dark highway.
After the ambulance. After the clean-up.
I could taste my heart in my mouth.
Tried to grasp my power at the root—Where is it,
the site of power in all bodies?
I bit down hard. (Glória, please.)
This time, instead, I will open the windows and
sweep the doorstep. I will wash the floors and walls.
Scrub my skin with sugar & lavender petals. I will
rinse my hair with vinegar & clove oil.
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There is magic in clean sheets, Glória, so
do I praise them? Or the teethmarks on my heart?
The dead Ocotillo, the devouring highway, the storm?
It is all dark. All brutal.
But where is the root? At the center?
It must be.
Glória, Diosa! You say
there’s a heart in your cunt, and it beats!
And I believe you.
I want to find your pulse.
I want to taste it.
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The Tanks
M E L I S S A AU S T I N

—

It’s north a bit, the mountains
brown and pink behind it. The dirt,
the scrub brush, all things dry and ready, smell
like tinder. Like an unlit match. Things
creak out here that you can’t
see. Call out across sun waves and
scratching claws. The desert
is a place to be forgotten. There are
kittens and old fireworks
in the barn. Out back there are car parts,
an old corral, a gutted ambulance. The ranch
is a monument to “How ‘bout this?” But
it’s all right. It’s easier to be unembarrassed when your
obsession has plenty of room
to stretch its legs. When you can do
the Time Warp beneath the barn light with
only the moths, and the swooping,
hungry barn swallows as witnesses.
At the closest shop, which is
miles away, on roads of actual blacktop,
the cashier never looks up. I can buy
aguas frescas by the gallon. Cartons of
cigarettes and packages of hot dogs. And
nothing else.
It is so quiet out here except for
the howling. And those creaks. There’s
gas in that shitty Yamaha dirt bike, with
the rifle mounted on the handlebars. I could
ride it into the sunset. Or just
round and round in circles
right in front of the house, kicking up dirt until
I’m dizzy and can’t see, and no one
would be there to stop me.
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Alone for the Ride
Z A C H A RY B OW M A N

—

Oil on Canvas
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Caged Canary
A L E X M A R RO Q U I N

—

On the island of El Hierro, José Fonseca types the last of his letter—his
personal manifesto that no one will see—before finally clicking “send.” Five
hours of deleting and tinkering with complex words with little comprehension.
He sips his final cup of coffee as the computer confirms the download. He
watches the viewer counter on the bottom right corner of the screen.
The hours pass as slow as a rusty meat grinder. José refuses to cook himself
any food from or slaughter the one sick chicken wheezing in its cage. José
refuses to drink a sip of water from the single, half-full bottle lying on his mattress. Even as the orange of sunset scans his face, José still refuses to budge. By
nightfall, not a single person has seen the letter, nor do any remaining people
care enough to click and read the entire document. José’s eyes start to feel
heavy with fatigue and frustration. The waves of the surrounding Atlantic calm
José into rest with his one wool blanket left speckled with moth holes. The next
morning, a disheartening wail wakes José. After swatting the flies off his face,
José listens for the sounds until they seem too familiar. The cries remind José of
his Great Dane Pablo, who ran away into the beaches during the final quarantine.
“Pablo!” José cries out with his first smile in months. The barking sends
deeper shivers down his spine, driving him outside his failing impromptu
shelter. “I’m coming, boy!”
In only a pair of sweatpants and the wool blanket over his shoulders, José
grabs his rifle—he counts just three bullets left—and runs through the litter of
decaying bodies and food scraps. His smile grows as he nears the source of the
barking.
“I’m here, Pablo! I’m coming!” He whistles for Pablo, calling him to come
back. After five minutes of joyful sprinting, José encounters a beached monk
seal with deep gashes in clean, precise cuts.
The wailing seal lies still, preventing any more flesh from falling out of the
wounds. José stands petrified as the seal flails in fright of the human presence.
He finds a spear with a piece of rope tied to the rear end protruding from the
opposite side of the seal. José inches closer to the seal which shudders and
curls after seeing the rifle. Unable to move except with fruitless flopping, the
seal remains helpless as sunlight cooks its exposed flesh, or the seal’s immense
weight succumbs to gravity. A horde of aggressive seagulls with black-tipped
beaks hover above and wait for their impending meal. José reaches for the spear
and fights off the gulls, careful to avoid the greenish fluids dripping from their
eyes and beaks, until they leave the seal in peace.
“I’m sorry, Pablo,” José whispers as he aims the tip of the spear towards the
seal’s neck. José’s fingers stiffen from the possibility of the free supply of food
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in front of him. The seal suddenly stops barking and turns its face away from
José and towards the calm ocean only ten feet away. After contemplating, José
throws the spear into the ocean. He sits on the blood-stained sand and pets
the seal as he would for Pablo. The odor of the seal’s rotting innards have little
effect on José; he kisses the drying forehead of the seal before racing back home
to retrieve his starving chicken, which he promptly kills with a rock, and a jar
of honey. As he makes his way back to the seal, José hears the wailing return.
From afar, José sees a man and a woman digging their hands into the wounded
seal.
“Leave him alone!” José screams. The two people look up to see José, but
they resume their flesh gathering without response. José aims his rifle and
takes his first shot at the man devouring the seal meat. He falls onto the sand
and lies motionless. His female accomplice scatters with a sack of seal meat
dripping a neat trail for José to follow. José reaches the seal, now resting with a
permanently fear-stricken face: its eyes and mouth are wide open. A stream of
salty tears still drips from the brief moment of comfort with José. Next to the
carcass, the victim of José’s bullet pleads in French. José ignores the pleas, and
lays a tribute of honey glazed chicken in front of his seal. He gives one last kiss
before following the trail left by the female accomplice to the murder.
The blood trail climbs over the grassy hill overlooking the village of Paseando. Thanks to the height and the gleaming rooftops, Paseando appears to be
a haven protected by a ring of Phoenician juniper trees. This natural barrier,
like the steel fence, proved useless against the plague that nearly wiped the population from El Hierro. On top of the hill, José spots the woman, still clutching her bag of meat, running into a small house on the far east wing of the village. José walks calmly downhill. He kicks aside the blue helmets and skulls off
rotting corpses with camouflage clothing. Hundreds more blue helmets, along
with their respective bodies, lie face down across the hillside like a field of blue
poppies. Some decayed faces retain bulging eyes and split mouths that characterized the infected. As José nears Paseando, the bodies of the villagers appear
like roses in a garden of yellow tulips. José steps over his long-gone friends and
neighbors to finally reach the ring of juniper trees. They are strangely greener
than he expected. The leaves look fuller, more developed, and more alive than
they were when the quarantines began.
As with everything that appears to be shimmering with hope, Paseando
is drastically disappointing upon a closer look. The shining roofs comprise old
ceramic roof tiles covered with bodies of those who starved waiting for rescue.
The torn and looted markets are as barren as the rest of the Canary Islands. José
glances at the ruins where he used to play and explore. The infected avian conquerors have taken shelter to rest from their travels. On the central road that
bisects the village, the blood trails wind through the bookstore where the pages
will provide food for moths and fungi, a coffee shop where all the wonderful
flavors of coffee bean will never be consumed again, and the alleyways where
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neither men nor women will ever enjoy the pleasures of brisk intercourse. The
trail ends in front of the corner butcher shop.
Flies and their maggot offspring cover the few remaining pieces of beef
and pork in the display window.
Inside the shop, José hears a soft mouth chewing on tender meat. He
pokes into the malfunctioning back freezer by pushing aside the plastic with
his rifle. A bug-eyed young woman, maybe in her early twenties, wearing
only a pair of shorts and a hoodie drops her lightly browned seal meat. Like a
cornered feral cat, the woman hunches her back and waves a small dagger for
defense. José shoots his gun once more, intending to give her a quick death.
The bullet pierces her lower abdomen instead of her head. She trembles like the
seal on the beach and begs for mercy in French. José takes the bag of seal meat
and grabs the woman’s arm to pull her outside where the infected birds catch
sight of her. Without thinking of possible trade deals or considerations, José
covers the woman with the pungent seal meat. The gulls and native birds follow the aroma of carrion and flock towards the French woman, who kneels on
the ground and prays for a quick death. Dozens of beaks sink into her arm and
breasts to pick all traces of the seal meat. The woman’s screams stop suddenly as
a result of the numbing thanks to the germs from the beaks. The brief moment
of calm is broken by violent vomiting and convulsions. Rage persists and outgrows the pain of the beaks while she watches José leave Paseando.
One eventless journey later, José returns to his beloved monk seal whose
ribs are already being cleaned by more infected birds. José sits with his seal,
shooing away any bird that comes near. He sighs, realizing that he can no longer hug or kiss his dead pet. Without any chance of loving touch, José destroys
his pathetic home only to return with nothing but his dying laptop. He returns
to the forum which declares his letter received some outsider attention. A user
from Belgium, Troubleshere162, with no profile picture and no descriptions of
himself left only a single reply: an ad for a pornography site featuring slender
European women. José throws the laptop into the sea.
José speaks with the monk seal of his beachside childhood and his aspiration to travel abroad: mainland Spain, Italy, Malta, New York, now likely either
fighting the rampaging bacteria or already fallen to the disease. The sun reaches
its end. The last of the orange glow subsides, only to bear the return of the
wounded French woman. She lingers with bulging eyes and a split jaw as Mr.
Hernandez and the other inhabitants of El Hierro had done only a few months
ago. She points her half-devoured hand towards the ocean and shouts “Boat!”
in near-incomprehensible Spanish.
“Why did you kill him?” José asks while staring at the rotting seal corpse.
The Frenchwoman continues to point while shouting, “Boat!”
“I will give your boat an hour to come around to this exact spot.” He
cocks his rifle, preparing the final bullet. “I bet both of us will die before it
arrives.”
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Thirty minutes pass.
A fishing boat with French and Spanish flags flashes its searchlights for
hopeful survivors. The sailors see only a faint glow from the beach ahead. The
boat docks close to the shores of El Hierro. The crew prepare emergency boats
and first aid kits to welcome their new guests. The sailors scouting for survivors
find a laptop on the brink of losing its power. One by one, the crew gathers
to join in reading José’s final letter. Those who read voted to remain on the
island and stare into the empty sea as the rest of the crew search the interior of
the island. A young cabin boy begins to converse with the infected corpse of a
woman. In his eyes, she is as beautiful as the models of Paris. He leans in for a
gentle kiss.
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Ríastrad
HAILEY ANDREWS

—

Cu Chulainn, the summer disfigures me. When
the soil swells with that impossible heat and the air
clings to my alveoli and sticks you collect to, as
some residue, some form of subtle irritation lining
my pores and blossoming in the blisters of my
feet, in the cranberry burns singed across my skin.
I drown in the arid stillness while you spasm
in the lush, the soft roll of hill to mountainside that
must have been too smooth to bear. Hound killer,
intangible monster, ravager of the fields of Emain
and seeker of eternal fame, I can see your distorted
figure in the swirls of the stucco walls, trapped
in the knolls of the whimpering floorboards.
America calls for you, all of us diluted Irish, the
dislocation of Giant’s Causeway, honeycomb
fragments strewn from sea to shining sea.
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Corrosive Encounters of Rebirth #1
JEREMY SIEDT

—

Corroded Metal on Canvas
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Lounge Act
HAILEY ANDREWS

—

She may shed persimmon feather boas, but there is no rebirth here. Under
the damning spotlight she is diasporic lipstick from the pouting and wailing,
Dubonnet siphoning into developing wrinkles, aged Jessica Rabbit incarnate,
red nails and sagging contours, a saunter with the jolted rhythm of a caught
bicycle spire. Coiled nicotine puddles at the base of the stage, submerging the
blushing love seats with the upholstery ripped, a set of velvet, pouting wounds.
Men in cubist suits sulk in the shadows, an amoebic, pinstriped mass, bleeding
together in the keys of the pianist. She wonders if they notice, could detect the
trickling purrs or trace the pearly strain streaking ravines in her foundation,
the remnants of glamor dying in the dim light. When the ballad is over, she
retreats to her bulb-framed hall of mirrors and watches the reflected
woman fracture.
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Long After Bedtime
S H A N D Y L AW S O N

—

Long after bedtime and long
before the birds and the dawn
when I could hear the furnace tick
click-tick-tick from the basement,
and Dad’s sleeping-sounds stumble
from under the bedroom door
and not even a car on the road
out front, the whole street asleep.
I tiptoed out of bed and pressed
my door shut and switched
my little lamp on and dug a pencil
and a few crayons from my dresser,
some prized sheets of new copy
paper folded once and stapled
in the middle—an empty book
waiting only to be written and
perhaps illustrated, dedicated,
indexed, mapped for a sequel—
and I’d start at the beginning,
no thought as to where it would go
only an idea of the book I wanted
to make—which was assuredly
already written and one I’d just read
the afternoon before, or some
retelling of a fairy tale with the
names changed.
I found happiness in putting words
down, even if scarcely my own.
It felt essential and obvious and yet
so good that I hid it—
aren’t such good-feeling things
to be done in secret?
(I had a pack of gum hidden
under my bed as well.)
So I sat on the carpet, legs folded
under, and set up at the wooden
chair serving as my desk—it was
painted blue?—and put down
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words, happy as any child had ever
been, scrawling and scratching
at the paper with my pencil and
crayons, pausing now and then
to listen for footsteps in the hall
or birds in the birch outside
my window to tell me it was time
to go back to bed for a few
hours because soon the happiness
would have to be put away, slipped
back into the dresser drawer with
the rest of my work where it
would stay until tomorrow, when
I could fill in another page.
But I’d keep the story in my
head as the day passed,
gripping it hotly like a shield
against all I feared out to get me
until the afternoon gasped its dreadful
last, and the bus let me go in front
of the house and school clothes
were put away clean, old play
jeans and tee shirts put on and soon
stripped off after dinner, bath time,
maybe a little television, then the wait
began. Maybe I’d drift off a little,
probably not, but I’d wait and wait
through “Dallas” or “Dynasty”
until long after bedtime and long
before the birds and the dawn
when I could hear the furnace tick
click-tick-tick from the basement.
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Corrosive Encounters of Rebirth #4
JEREMY SIEDT

—

Corroded Metal on Canvas
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Wet Spokes on a Hill
ALEXIA SCHOU

—

The waiter was the last man to leave the restaurant. He was an unattractive
man. Tall, slim, and vastly angular in his black and white uniform, he lived
alone in an apartment now that his father had died. It was a small place, mostly
decorated in green, but the waiter liked to go home after a long night working
at the restaurant. He would walk, not ride, and would count the steps it took
to move from one streetlight to the next. Forty-two was the number his long
thighs liked, except when it rained, and then it seemed everything got shorter.
He had loved his father, he supposed. The waiter wasn’t sure, but he didn’t
think it mattered either. His father was gone, up in the sky somewhere, or
below in a ditch deeper. It didn’t matter who had loved him. His strip of life
was done and the buses and bicycles drove on without him. The cigarette felt
soft in his fingers and the waiter rolled it back and forth; he inhaled deeply and
blew the smoke out. His father had never smoked. He said it interfered with
riding the bicycle. But the waiter had stopped riding years before and so smoking seemed all right. And everyone had cars now. You didn’t need to pump
your legs, the way the waiter’s father had, so smoke in the lungs interfered with
nothing; it could feel good going down the way it did for the waiter.
His father had been thick and strong, and regardless of weather, liked to
wear white vests with thick, cotton socks pulled up high on his calves. He said
the socks held the calf hair in the most important of places and added streamline to a serious man cycling. He was heavy and dirty and didn’t shave enough
to be considered responsible. Even when the waiter was young, he could tell
people in the neighborhood thought little of his father. He could tell by the
way the ladies in the supermarket looked at him. They tried not to touch his
skin and giggled when he passed by the cash register with coins falling out of
his pocket and wearing his heavy, high socks. It upset the waiter, but his father
didn’t seem to mind. When they left the supermarket after buying the weekly
groceries he would tell the boy to hurry up and get on the bicycle; they had a
long ride ahead.
The waiter’s father liked to bike when it rained. Even when the clouds
were heavy and gray in the sky, the waiter’s father would suggest an outing to
the countryside.
“But, Papa, look at the sky. Rain is on the way”
“Beautiful. More space on the roads that way.”
“But I’ll get wet and the rain stings my eyes.”
“Nonsense,” his father said, and waited for the boy to get back on the
bicycle. “Did you pack the sandwiches?” his father asked, as they turned the
wheels slowly with their black-booted feet.
“Yes, Papa. I made ham and cheese.”
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“Good boy. Those are my favorites.”
The rides were never good when they rode in the city. The waiter’s father
said no one respected bicycles anymore.
“They think engines are the gods now. These things that hum and choke
like broken records; they are nothing. They’ll ruin this city,” he said, after an
errant driver almost pushed them off the street.
But the young waiter liked the cars and the speed with which they moved.
He thought the noise of the engines sounded like geese calling on the bluest of
days and longed for the time when he could buy his first car. The bicycle rides
did become pleasant when the roads opened up and the hills took the place of
the buildings and the young waiter and his father could breathe the country
air. Then the spokes would turn faster and the fresh wind would run through
his hair.
“This is living,” his father said. “This is why men are born. To feel freedom
and space from the joys of their feet.”
The boy couldn’t help but like it too. His father was strong and could
move them at great speeds up and down the hills and through tunnels where
neither the waiter nor the father could see.
“Put your head down,” his father cried, as they raced out the tunnels
where soldiers had once marched. “The wind will take the water right out of
your eyes.”
The boy listened and lowered his head as they came back out under the
sun. The whip of the wind pushed his head back and the boy laughed in a way
only simplicity could bring.
“Feels good, doesn’t it?”
“Yes, Papa,” and the young waiter and his father turned the spokes over
with their feet until they reached the next town.
“Towns are better than cities,” his father said. “They rely on each other
and keep it to themselves.”
His favorite town was a gray place an hour’s ride from their apartment
in the city. They made excellent cheese. They made it in a factory right next
to where the stream ran and sent it to local stores the moment it was packed
and ready. They wrapped it in plastic, tightly, his father said. Stilton was his
father’s favorite. His father especially liked the Stilton when the blue mold was
apparent.
“Makes you not want to eat it, doesn’t it?” and the young waiter nodded.
“But it’s good,” the waiter’s father said, cutting a piece of cheese once they
were sitting down at the cafe. “It is so good. Try it!” But the waiter refused.
The mold and the waxy look were not good for the waiter. He still aspired for
the beautiful then and he refused the Stilton cheese.
“Suit yourself,” his father said, and pressed the piece of cheese hard onto
the cracker. The cracker broke and his father shoved all the broken pieces of
cheese and cracker into his mouth. “Fantastic,” he chuckled. The young waiter
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turned away, embarrassed by the mess.
“Where to today?” the owner of the café asked, with a clean, wooden tray
pressed up against his chest.
“There is a town to the east we’ve never been to before. They call it St.
Petersburg. Do you know it?”
The owner nodded. “It is fantastic,” he said, “but far. I marvel at your legs,
old man.” The owner refused payment when the young waiter and his father
left. “It is just a pleasure to have you in my store when you come. Take some
cheese for the trip. I can see how much you like it.”
They rode then that afternoon especially hard. The waiter wasn’t sure
whether it was the offering of the free food or the coming gray clouds that
made his father ride so hard and well that day, but they reached the town of St.
Petersburg in less than an hour.
“There,” his father said. “We made it in excellent time.”
The small town stood still waiting for them. The clouds had moved in and
a gray weight hung over the town as the waiter and his father rode the silver
and orange bicycle up the hill. The street was cobbled and lush bushes lined the
road. The boy wanted to stop and catch his breath before taking the last hill
but his father said no.
“There will be plenty of time to rest once we’re sitting down. We have
to finish the ride now.” It began to rain as they leveled up the hill; the waiter
could feel it in his eyes and dripping down his ears.
“I love it!” his father said, turning to look at his son whose head was kept
down. “You should feel it, my boy, running down your face. It’s like a gift from
God on your skin.”
The young waiter didn’t think so. The rain stung his skin. It felt like hard
rain, dirty rain, rain that shouldn’t come from the sky. “I don’t like it, Papa. I
want to get inside.”
His father obliged and ground his thick calves against the pedals and
brought his son in out of the rain. They sat down at the first café and the
young waiter could tell it wasn’t good. Horror lounged in the air and a tall man
with a beaked nose came out from behind a curtain. He had food stains on his
shirt and wiped his big hands against an apron tied around his waist.
“You just missed the rain,” the tall man said, holding his frame well.
“We got some of it.” The waiter’s father grinned, showing his yellow teeth
and the gaps that stood between them.
“Are you going to eat?”
“I like cheese,” his father said.
“No cheese here. My wife cooks sauces, sticky things. That’s what we do
here.”
“Sauces!” his father cried. “What kind? The boy’s grandmother was a good
cook. She cooked Italian.”
“It’s not Italian,” the man said, with his beaked nose bearing down on
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them. “It’s sauces. I don’t know what she does, but they’re good. Try one,” he
said. “Your boy might like it as well.”
His father agreed and sat back, slightly disgusted. “What store doesn’t carry cheese?” he asked, tapping his heavy feet against the gray slated floor. “The
man from the other store said it’s fantastic. How can it be fantastic without
any cheese?” His father stretched out his arms and turned to look at his bicycle.
“She’s a beauty, isn’t she?” and the young waiter agreed. It was silver and shining and the light caught the spokes still wet from the rain.
‘Papa, why do you like bicycles so much?”
“Because God is touching me when I ride and I need his help.”
“But why, Papa? Why do you need his help?”
“Because without him I am alone.”
“But you have me,” the young waiter said, his thick brown hair settled well
on his head.
“Not forever,” his father replied.
This puzzled the boy, but then the sauces came and the waiter’s father
thanked the owner.
“You’ll see,” the man said. “She cooks good food.”
And she did. The sauces were fine and thin. One was red and the other
was white. The waiter couldn’t tell what was in his and neither could his father
but they scooped the sauce up quickly and put it in their mouths.
‘Papa, it’s so good.”
“Yes, my boy. It is. It is so good.” His father scooped another helping into
his mouth. “This is better than anything your grandmother made.” When the
bowls stood empty and his father had paid the owner, they left the café feeling
good, like happy men with sacks on their backs moving to a new field. The
beating only came later, once the clouds filled with rain had left the sky.
The three men kicked his father’s face first and then turned on his abdomen. The tallest man liked to punch and his friend preferred to kick. The
third man was the shortest and spat as he punched. He also laughed, which
was difficult for the young waiter to watch because his father wasn’t laughing;
there was only blood coming from his mouth. Bright, healthy colored blood
and it splashed all over the ground and covered his father’s face. The young
waiter didn’t move as he watched. He couldn’t. Not because of fear, because he
was afraid, but because he didn’t know what to do. He was sure he would be
killed if he tried to help his father. And the bright sight of the blood flowing
from his father’s body mesmerized him the way a big ride might. The way a
merry-go-round with flashing colors might stop a child walking and make their
mouth hang wide open. It was almost like that for the young waiter, watching
his father get smashed in the head. But there were no rides to take and no
money to be paid. There were no clowns to pat him on the head or dare him
to pull a red nose. There was no music playing except for the quiet gasps of his
bloodied father. And the waiter watched on as they kicked his father harder
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and tore his vest and he wondered when a vendor might come and tell him the
game was over. That he had won a stuffed animal for playing such a difficult
game. That the flashing lights would pop out any minute and everyone would
laugh. That his father would wipe off the red paint and tell him to hop on the
bicycle, heavy rain was coming. But his father did not get up. He continued
to lie on the black gravel road even after the three men left. Then the young
waiter crawled over to his father and begged him to get up. He remembered
the screaming face of a woman as she dialed a number into the telephone and
he wondered if his father was dead. He wasn’t, but the waiter overheard the
doctors later saying how close it had been.
When the waiter’s father woke from the beating he wasn’t the same. He
didn’t care for cheese anymore or bicycle rides and spent most of his days on
the green sofa pressed up against the window in the apartment they had in the
city. It was strange that his father didn’t like cheese anymore and it bothered
the waiter every time he brought cheese home. Even the Stilton did nothing.
When it was waxy and covered in mold his father would push the block away
and spit at his son for giving him something horrible.
“Would you feed this to a dog? A dog would starve before he ate this and
you expect me to eat it?”
“It used to be your favorite, Papa.”
“I can’t believe it.”
“It’s true. You loved it. We would ride for miles just to get the best cheese
and this kind was your favorite. It’s Stilton, Papa. The best there is.”
“It sounds like a tall bridge or a building somewhere in the city. I won’t eat
it.”
“And you used to bike, Papa. On that bicycle I showed you downstairs.
You were beautiful on that machine, but now you kick it when you walk by.
You should have seen yourself on those hills. You were a king, a truly graceful
king. And I loved rising with you, Papa, on the back seat of the bicycle behind
your strong legs. I would ride, too, but there was really no need. Your legs took
us everywhere we needed to go. They crunched the road with their strength,
and the road listened and sent you on your way, to the hills and the cheese, and
the rain that you loved. It was my favorite time with you, Papa. But now you
just sit there, right there on this green sofa and it makes me sick. You are not
my Papa, lying there like an animal half-killed.”
“You failed me, boy.”
“No, Papa. Don’t say that.”
“In front of the spokes on the wet, stone ground you did nothing. Not an
arm lifted or a word said. You crouched my boy, beneath the bicycle for your
own protection.”
The young waiter stared at his father, a dog behind a cage for too many
years.
“Did you see the blood? Did you see how red it was?” his father spat.
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“Flashing, bright red on the street. It poured, my boy, out of my veins and
onto the street, coloring the road with my red rain. All of my power, all of my
hills, were taken from me that day. My grinding calves and my obedient pedals
left me, abandoned me, ran from me, and I am left here on this couch with
nothing. With no power, no grace, and I wonder where God is? Did he travel
with the blood too? Did he leave me on the cobbled streets just like my red
blood did? Running like a torrent on the dark streets, finding lanes and cracks
to travel. It cannot be, because I am certain he loves me. But I sit here on this
couch, and he doesn’t call me. He doesn’t bring the whispers of the spring or
the damning of the fall to lure me out. He leaves the staleness of the room in
my nostrils as a reminder of my empty core. Nothing calls me, and so I wonder
where God is.”
“I am here, Papa.”
“But where is my God?”
“I don’t know, Papa.”
“Where is my God? Why doesn’t he come to me? There is nothing in the
air. Nothing that I can find. I can feel the couch up against my thighs and see
the closed window beside me, but the smells have gone. How can it be?”
“Let’s go back,” the boy pleaded. “Maybe if we go it will bring them back.
Maybe everything that is lost will come back if we just make the trip.”
“To where?”
“To the town. To St. Petersburg. To the place where you say you lost
everything.”
His father laughed and coughed and it was disgusting. Phlegm blocked his
airways and the cough was thick.
“No, I will wait here.”
“I am so sorry, Papa.”
“I know, boy. It wasn’t your fault. It must have been God’s wish I be taken
that day.”
“Then I spit on him.”
“Don’t spit on him. He is God and he sits on my shoulders. For good or
bad, he rests on my shoulders, somewhere. I am sure of it. And now, I want to
go to sleep,” his father said, patting the young waiter’s hand. “And, boy, I know
it was like a circus for you that day.”
The young waiter sat next to his father on the green couch and watched
him fall asleep. His white vest was not clean and his shorts were wrinkled but
his cotton socks remained high on his calves.
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Mary, Mary
KAREN KUBIN

—

Maybe I went back out to the car for your book
just to hear the rain,
just to let the smell of woodsmoke
curl at my nostrils,
tendrils of a different life
mixing with my own.
Maybe the garden called out to me—
the openness of the flowers,
the way they caught light
and drops of wet.
As if their lives depended on it.
Maybe the brush of wind
against the backs of my legs
felt like a lover coming close.
Maybe the darkness
was an embrace,
arms folding warm around me,
a word or two of understanding
breathing against my neck.
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Respect Your Elders
MADISON SHULL

—

I found a fox elder
standing under a box elder.
He wore a dapple suit with a pipe in his mouth
then tilted his hat to greet me.
He leaned against the trunk of the tree
or the tree leaned against him.
I can’t remember which
but with a swish of his tail he asked me
“What time is it?”
I couldn’t reply;
I didn’t have a watch.
After a moment
I told him:
“I’m sorry sir, but I haven’t a clue.”
He replied, “What a pity,
a young woman should know when supper’s due.”
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Wasp Nest
C H A R L I E B RO D E R I C K

—

Regan was the type of pretty that wins pageants, but she didn’t know that.
It’s hard to guess the things Regan knew for certain. Maybe she knew how
many times a butterfly could flap its wings in a day. Maybe she knew how to
order a Coke in perfect Russian. Maybe she knew the time of birth of every US
President. Maybe she knew none of these things, but her eyes could sometimes
make one think she did. Raindrops slid down her umbrella. In the blinking
glow of the gas station’s fluorescent light they looked very much like scales.
John thought she was pretty straight away. He stood as close as to her as
possible without her noticing and tried to smell her hair. Pretty girls always
had the best smelling hair, but Regan smelled like the last bonfire of summer,
a thing one throws everything into just because they can, just because they like
to watch things burn. John was ashamed of his ratty old hoodie and uniform.
He wished he had gone home and taken a shower after work, but if he had
done that he wouldn’t have been behind her in line.
He was glad there was an elderly woman ahead of them. This gave him
more time to be near Regan, to study her movements, the shape of her legs in
those tight leggings.
Out of total boredom and an inability to stand still for more than five
minutes, Regan turned to John. “Look at my friend.” She showed him her
phone.
“Facebook tits.”
“What?”
“My friend. Whenever she poses for a Facebook picture she sticks out her
chest.” Regan shrugged. “You know, Facebook tits.”
“Yeah,” said John trying to act nonchalant, trying to pretend like one,
he had a trove of pretty girl friends on Facebook, and two, pretty girls always
talked to him. In reality, his Facebook clan was devised of approximately thirty
men all of whom played World of Warcraft. He spent his Saturday night’s disconnecting his computer so he could reconnect it for a LAN party. He imagined she spent her Saturday nights having pillow fights with other hot girls.
Everyone knew hot girls traveled in packs. Great. Now he had a semi-hard-on
that he had to try and hide.
The woman ahead finally finished up and it was Regan’s turn. “Have you
seen any of these movies?” She called over her shoulder to John.
“No, but I heard Corporate Killerz is good,” John paused and pressed his
palms into each other, a nervous habit he couldn’t break, “I want to rent it.”
“Corporate Killerz it is.” Regan selected the movie and waited for it to pop
out of the machine.
“What?” John’s voice cracked. “I just said I was going to rent that.”
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“Whoa. Are you gonna cry over this?”
He closed his eyes and took a deep breath. “It’s not the movie. Look, I just
had a bad day.”
“And you think I haven’t?”
John stared. He did not believe beautiful people had bad days. Bad days
were for those with pimples, and cowlicks, and hangnails, cold sores, and
dark circles under their eyes, and the occasional limp, not for those with long
eyelashes and perky breasts.
“All right,” said Regan. “Tell me about your bad day and I’ll tell you about
mine. Whoever had the worst day wins the movie.”
“Fine,” said John. “I work in fast food and they make me say, ‘Welcome to
the king’s castle’ to everyone that comes through the drive-thru.”
“That’s not so bad,” started Regan. “I’m in driver’s ed with my ex-boyfriend’s new girlfriend.”
“Not so bad? The greeting is pompous. The only throne in the burger joint
is the porcelain one in the restroom. The paper crowns aren’t fooling anyone.”
“Well, we ride around running errands for our instructor the whole time.
He makes us listen to the classic rock station. Most days he closes his eyes
and hums with the music like he is in his basement or some happy place that
reminds him of being sixteen again. We aren’t allowed to speak when Journey
comes on.”
“Sounds like your driver’s ed teacher is having a bad day, not you. When
I was at work, a woman came through the drive-thru and yelled, ‘This doesn’t
look like the picture!’ Then whammy! She whipped her burger at me and it hit
me in the chest.”
“Well, my ex-boyfriend’s new girlfriend puts on nail polish in the car and
it gives me a migraine.”
“Phhht. Your nails are painted.”
“In a well-ventilated area.”
“The burger thing is the second thing that happened to me this week. On
Tuesday, a girl with a lot of fake hair whipped her soda at me because it wasn’t
diet.”
“Well, today our driver’s ed instructor made us go to his house and he was
taking like a really long time and so I, you know, I beeped the horn like maybe
twice, and he came out of his house and went total ape shit on me. He started
going on and on about how he has a new baby, blah, blah, blah, and I woke it
up, blah, blah, blah, all in front of my ex-boyfriend’s new girlfriend.”
“Were they long beeps?”
“They were on the longer side.”
“My day was worse.”
“Not-uh.”
“Yes-uh. I was assaulted with a burger.”
“Well, today I was in a school zone and the sign read twenty miles per
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hour, so you know, I slammed on the brakes because I was going like forty,
and the instructor totally reamed me out, again, because it was after school
zone hours or something, and when I looked in the rearview mirror my exboyfriend’s new girlfriend was laughing. And the car behind me beeped at me,
which in my opinion, is the equivalent of the middle finger.”
“Okay,” John said throwing up his hands. “You win. I’m tired of standing
in this rain.”
Regan was not so self-absorbed that she didn’t notice the sad look on
John’s face. “Why don’t we watch the movie together?”
“Uh.”
“Can we go to your house? My mom is bumping uglies with the volleyball
coach, so I don’t want to go home.”
“Sure.”
John pedaled his bike slowly as Regan walked alongside of him. She held
the umbrella high so they could both be under it. They introduced themselves.
Regan went to the private high school and John the public. That’s why they
hadn’t met before, even though they lived about a mile apart. Regan pulled a
Coke out of her hoodie pocket and chugged it as they walked.
When they made it to John’s place, he chained his bike to a half dead pine
tree. Regan crushed her can with one hand, burped, and tossed it over her
shoulder. It bounced off the sidewalk and came to a halt next to the curb.
“Aren’t you going to recycle that?”
“That’s what they pay prisoners to do, pick up litter on the side of the
street.”
John led Regan around the back of the building to a ground unit. A
hammock and a grill sat on the patio. John sprinted to the patio door and
motioned for Regan to follow.
“Why are you running?”
“There’s a wasp nest in the grill. They dive bomb you if you don’t run
past.”
“I can fix that.” Regan strolled up to the grill and turned it on full blast.
“Somewhere a Buddhist is crying.”
“Yup.” She followed John inside.
He dreaded taking her into his room. It was a mess of comic books, dirty
laundry, and old plates with hard food bits stuck to them. Posters of Halo, Star
Wars, and Splinter Cell covered the walls like wallpaper. The top drawer of the
dresser was open. Medicine bottles littered the nightstand. He hurried to make
the bed so they would have a place to sit. Regan pulled the door closed behind
her.
He freaked out. He wasn’t sure if she closed the door out of habit or if it
meant something more. And while his mom was at work, and not due to return home until late, he was sure she made a rule about keeping the door open
when a girl came over. Only a girl had never been in his room, so he couldn’t
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be certain.
Regan picked up a bottle and tilted it on the side.
“What’s this for?”
“I like to sit on the bed and throw them into my sock drawer.”
“Let me try.” She tried three times, but missed. The pills rolled under the
dresser.
“You have to have to tilt your hand. Flick it.” John flicked the pill and it
sailed into the drawer.
“That’s not fair,” Regan’s lip jutted out. “What’s this really for?”
“Schizophrenia.”
“Really? I wouldn’t have guessed.” Regan slid a few inches away from John
and uncomfortably tucked a piece of hair behind her ear.
“It’s not contagious.”
“Too bad. That would be the perfect excuse to do all sorts of crazy things
and then just blame it on being sick.”
“Sometimes I milk it.”
“For what? Wait. I have a playlist for this on my iPod.” Regan pulled an
iPod out of the front pocket of her sweatshirt.
“You’re like a marsupial.”
She gave him one ear bud and placed the other in her ear. Ozzy Osborne’s
“Crazy Train” blasted on.
“Classic rock?” John raised an eyebrow.
“It’s rubbing off on me.”
“I don’t really do crazy stuff on purpose. Mostly I just use it to get out
of doing homework or my chores. Sometimes I use it to call into work. You
should see the look on people’s faces when you tell them that you’re going
nuts.”
“Does it look like this?” Regan twisted up her face and squinted her eyes.
“You look Chinese.”
“Racist.”
John smiled. “Remember when you were younger and you used to play tag
and a tree or something would be glue and you would make a chain of hands
to save someone?”
“Yeah.”
“I miss those days.”
“No tag backs.”
“I triple dog dare you to tell me something true.”
“I like the smell of my own farts.”
John didn’t know how to respond to that. It was more embarrassing than
mentioning he was a person with schizophrenia. “This is a marvelously delightful playlist on your iPod, darling.”
“Why thank you, kind sir. Can you open the window? I want to hear the
rain.”
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“I thought you were going to say you had a fart brewing.” He got up and
stared out the window for a moment, just to watch the silver tracks of the
drops before he slid it open. Rain trickled in. He didn’t care if it soaked his bed
and ruined the carpet.
When he turned around, she was crumpled on the bed in a small ball.
He got in next to her. She gave him the other ear bud. He let the side of his
pinky touch the inside of her wrist. It was the first time he touched someone in
days. The last time was when he gave change to a biker; the tips of his fingers
dragged over the man’s palm. But that touch was not the same. They lay like
this, with other people’s voices in their heads for the better part of two hours.
The rain came in stops and starts. Regan was first to speak.
“My ex-boyfriend’s new girlfriend is a potato with legs. She could never
wear jorts like I do.”
“What are jorts?”
Regan spoke staring up at the ceiling. “Jean shorts.” She took her ear bud
back and wrapped up her iPod. “I have to go home.”
“I can walk you.”
“No. Don’t.”
“I can walk you to the door then.”
“No.” Regan shook her head, the most complex way of saying goodbye.
She slid out the door. John went to the window. A smoked and waterlogged wasp lay on the sill. John could not get over the wings, paper thin. Regan moved closer to the street. He stared at her. Desperately willed her to look
back. When she didn’t, he hung himself out the window and yelled at the top
of his lungs, “If I hadn’t had this very bad day, I would have never met you.”
She turned. “Don’t forget to return the movie.”
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